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WouLD'NT it be helpful if every time

you started on a new project you could
go to a shelf and select an up-to-theminute reference study on the very
type of building you are confronted
with? That, precisely, is what you can
do if you have a file of RECORDS on
hand. The Building Types section provides studies on from 9 to 11 different
types of buildings each year. One
month the subject is houses; the next,
schools; the next, hospitals; and so on.
Our objective is to save you hours and
maybe days of research by providing
information that, in fairness to yourself and to your client, you would
somehow, someway, have to dig out
for yourself.
This month, for instance, we offer
an authoritative work on Vocational
Schools. In it you will find first a
discussion by Dr. Arthur B. Moehlman, editor of "The Nation's Schools,"
of present-day requirements affecting
the design of this increasingly important type. This is followed by timesaving data on planning and equipment, and by informative illustrated
case studies from various sections of
the country. Comments awaited!
Other types of buildings are reported each month, of course, and the
selection this issue is not without vari(Co ..1inued on page 7)
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AVED··
S 25 DAYS AND

$300

For protection during freezi ng weather. construction on th is buil di ng for t he ~o rch we sc e rn
Bell T eleph one Co., Co unc il Bluffs . Io wa. was
totally en closed . Th e use o f Atlas H ig h- Ea rl y
o n fou ndations an d 3 fl oors saved $300 in form
cos ts and 25 days' t ime. Arch itec t . J. Chris Jensen. Contractor. C. C. Larsen & Sons; Dea ler,

George A. Hoagland l>:Co.-a ll ofCou ncil 13lu ffs.

Northwestern Bell Telephone Company Building,
Council Bluffs, Iowa, ready for occupancy nearly a
m onth sooner, thanks to Atlas High-Early cement!

C

ONCRETI G of this building

could not wait for spring. Work
had to be rushed during some of the
coldest weather you'll find anywhere.
The superstructure was actually concreted in temperatures which were
as low as 18° below zero, and never
above freezing.
So, the time needed for protection
and curing promised to be long and
therefore costly. However, the archi-

tect found a way to speed construction and keep costs down. He specified
Atlas High-Early cement-the cement that gains strength several
times faster than normal portland
cement. Here's the result :
Concreting of the substructure was
started on January 1. The su perstru cture was completed on March 5. T he
architect and contractor estimate
that the use of Atlas High-Early con-

crete enabled them to save 25 days'
time and, consequently, greatly reduced protection and curing costs.
Also, forms were stripped in 36 hours,
thus saving one set of forms . . . or
$300.
Aside from speeding up rush construction, Atlas High-Early cement
often pays back its slightly higher
cost over and over again by saving
da ys and even weeks of costly building time . Give Atlas High-Early a
trial on your next job! Universal
Atlas Cement Co. (United States
Steel Corporation Subsidiary ),
Chrysler Building, N. Y . C.
A R· H· L2

A

UNIVERSAL

ATLAS

PRODUCT
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BEHIND THE RECORD (continued)
ety. There's that striking multi-use
Fire Station in Miami you've heard so
much about . . . an interesting Retail
Shop in New York, where each succeeding retail project these days seems
to set a new standard ... the Church
0 /]ices of the Catholic Diocese of
Seattle . . . and a whole portfolio on
New Houses and 1Vew House Units.
The latter is worth special attention
on at least two counts. First, the house
presentation is concerned with threehedroom proj eels-a classification in
line with our determination to make
information more useful. Second, the
units I lounging I include larger and
more comprehensive detail drawings
than heretofore. If you ask us, this
new house department is finding its
stride.
Rounding out the April menu, providing the vitamins and calories essential to well being, are a major study
on Steel and footnotes on Architectural
Exhibitions (East and West), Concentration of Architects in various states;
Pratt lnstitute's Architectural Clinic,
etc. Because of steel's import, because
its potentialities in building have been
only partially developed, and because
the architect is one of three factors
responsible for its future role in building, we rest our case on the April issue
by declaring, unequivocally, that Steel
is required reading.

Decorated with drawings by Schell Lewis of historic colonial buildings, including
Independence Hall, Mt. Vernon, Monticello, and many others, the tea set
illustrated above is being sold on its own merits by the Architects' Emergency
Committee, I 15 East 40 St., New York, N. Y., as a means of raising money for
unemployed architects. The set is copyrighted and limited in number.
reader recently told us about a film
of his own making that he uses to show
prospective clients. If we can get our
hands on that number, we'll have an
illustrated item on it next month in
With Record Readers. What have you
to offer for a succeeding month?
Public relations !distaff side)

II\ OUR efforts to get to the bottom of
things, we're forever asking various
architects with work on the boards the
following question: "Aside from your
own reputation, what factor would you

sa) was responsible for your getting
this commission?" Sometimes we get
a reply that tells us to mind our own
business, and sometimes we get one
that leaves us flat-footed and openmouthed. Such a one came our way
last month when we queried Georg~
Nemeny of New York concerning a
recent assignment in Denver.
He
looked us straight in the eye and said:
"Certainly! My mother-in-law recommended me highly and the principals
were so nonplussed that they took her
at her word!"

Public relations and you

IT JS increasingly apparent that architects believe the public should be made
better acquainted with the advantages
of architectural services, and that to
expedite this some sort of co-operative
action should be undertaken. Various
organizations throughout the country
are holding exhibitions of one kind or
another (see pp. 81-83), and in almost
every mail we get comments that are
far more than straws in the wind.
Though this corner will have to yield
to other RECORD departments for an
adequate discussion of the whole broad
subject of public relations, there is one
relevant offer we want to put on paper
before we forget it.
If you employ in your work some
unusual method of getting on the good
side of Mr. or Mrs. General Public,
and want to pass it on to fellow practitioners, why not tell us about it?
We're making a collection of such notes
and thinking up ways and means to
broadcast them. For example, one

APRIL

"I designed it from the inside out-the grand piano was quite a problem!"
-Drawn for the RECORD by Alan Dunn
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INFOP MATJ

" Inte rn " Rauni Lampe gathe rs th e case history of a client's building problem.

~

Cl.
~

t!

~ l:::i--.iiiil- 1n t he fi eld , F. Treffeisen and J. O lson plan the procedu re of a remodeling job.

Pratt Architectural Clinic Gives Experience to Students, Business to Architects
As a means of gaining the practical experience required in advance of State regis·
t r ation exams , the Pratt Institute Clinic: not only benefits arc:hitec:tural stud ents,
but discovers and directs projects to arc:hitec:ts already established in prac:tic:e.

I THE RECORD'S survey of the status
of recent architectural graduates (AR
3/ 40, pp. 81-87), 460 replies to the
questions concerning registration, from
graduates during the past four years,
indicated that only 42, or 9%, of the
respondents had passed their State ex·
aminations. Comments from the group
not only emphasized the difficulty of
obtaining the one to three years' of

practical experience required beforehand, but went on to describe the experience, once achieved, as not sufficiently comprehensive or stimulating, in
many cases, to be of much value later
on in private practice.
To bridge the gap between i:;chool
and practice, the Department of Architecture (Cecil C. Briggs, Supervisor)
of the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has undertaken to provide and supervise such advance experience as a part
of what it believes will be a more adequate educational policy.
Judging by the number of inquiries
directed to magazines, certain information bureaus, etc., the school authorities recognized that the public has a
great many problems which it feels are
too small to bring to a practicing architect or which architects find they cannot profitably handle. These problems
the Clinic undertakes to solve, with a
number of advanced architectural students serving in a capacity similar to
that of internes in the medical profession. A general information service is
maintained in regard to materials,
specifications, contractors' qualifications, and professional advice. Rough
estimates are calculated. Questions
asked in person or by mail, relating to
the entire field of building, are answered without charge. For a registration fee of $1, any particular building
problem will be analyzed and a program of action laid out. If a project
requires the services of an architect,
on a profitable part or full-time basis,
the client is so advised. Other jobs
are carried through by the Clinic itself, on a non-profit basis, the client
paying only the actual cost of the work
done. Typical jobs include remodeling
and repair work, minor commercial
and residential structures.
It is hoped that through the performance of the Clinic, the public will
be led to a sharper recognition of the
architects' indispensability in building
planning, and, further, to a fuller utilization of the profession's services.
The "internes" themselves will profit
not only in the direct application of
their training to a broad variety of
projects, but also in the opportunities
for actual professional contact with
clients, contractors, etc. They will
learn to meet problems which other
forms of "practical experience" might
never raise for them .
Amplification of the program is
planned, beginning next September, to
include recent graduates from the Institute in the Clinic's operations. Four
fellowships will be provided to cover
the minimum expenses of selected
holders of Bachelor of Architecture
degrees, who will remain as "clinical
internes." To be appointed by an
Advisory Board of Architects and the
( C o11t i 11t1 ed 0 11 pag e I 0)
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Slap a small amount of Brixment mortar, and an
equal amount of mortar made with lime and cement,
on a brick. 'i ait a minute, then feel each mortar.

Te t each mortar. You will find that the Brixment
mortar lays plastic Jar longer than the other mortar.
This prove greater water-retaining capacity.

BRIXMENT

has Far Greater
Water-Retaining Capacity!

WATER-RETAI I G CAPACITY is the ability of a

mortar to retain its moisture, and hence it plasticity, when spread out on porous brick. High waterretammg capacity i of extrenie importance in
mortar. If the mortar does not have high waterretaining capacity, it is too quickl ucked dry by
the brick; the mortar tiffens too soon, the brick
cannot be properly bedded, and a good bond
cannot be obtained.

Th-is permits a more thorough bedding of the brick,
and a nwre complete contact between the brick and
the nwrtar. The re ult i a better bond, and h n e
a strong r and more water-tight wall.

Brixment mortar has extremely high water-retaining capacity. It strongly resist the sucking action
of the brick. Bri ment mortar therefore tays
smooth and plastic when spread out on the wall.

For Mortar and Stucco
APRIL
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(Co11ti11ucd from page 8)

faculty of the Deparlment of rchiteclure, these interne \ ill not only
gai n the practical experience afforded
by the Clini but will be assigned to
architects' of:Ii ·e and be gi en revie\\·
cour es before the Lale examination .
All work will be done under super·

vi ion of the Advisory BoarJ and
facu lL members who are licen ed
architects. The Board will also decide
whether any particular problem hould
be turned over to private architect .
Jn no way will the supervi or allow
competition with the profession.

Michigan Society of Architects Holds Twenty-Sixth Annual Convention
In this Webster Trap, valve piece a nd renewable seat
are scainless steel. 60-degree cone and sharp-edged
seat assure dirr·free operation. The ru gged operating
member is fully co1npensated for pressure .

It's part of
a System
It is more t han just a matter of ingenuity in design, generosity in materials,
precision in m a nufacture and severity
in tests -much more. The operating
recordofmorethanl,700,000Webster
Thermostatic Radiator Traps is due
in equ al measure to a business policy
of selling Webster Heating SystemsWebster Equipment c o ordinated
for results.
In buildings of evety type-department stores, office buildings, industrial plants, schools, hotels, apartment
houses-Webster Thermostatic Radiator Traps are coordinated with
other Webster Equipment t o provide
heating economy, comfortable indoor
temperatures and minimum r epair
and m aintenance bills.
As combined in Webster Systems of
Steam Heating, Webster Thermostatic Traps, R adiato r Supply Valves,
Orifices, concealed Webster System
Radia tio n and Webster Moderator
and Hylo central heating controls are
products of one manufactu rer under
undivided responsibility. Webster
Service is available through Representatives in 65 principal cities. Consult your local telephone directory.

GET THIS BOOK ...

~~- · " I
'
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\

It gives r atin gs and
dimensions of all
types and sizes of
Webster Thermostatic Traps. lllustrates and d escribes
the v a<ious ite ms of
Webster Equipment
used in Webster
Systems of Steam
Heating. A sk for the
"General Catalog."

W ARRENWEBSTER & C O ., C amden , N.J.
Pioneers of the V acuum System of Steam Heating
RePTesencatiues in 6s Principal U . S. Cities : : Est. 1888

Left : B. V. Gamber, new presid e nt , Michi ga n Society of Architects. Center:
K. C. Black, retiri ng presi dent . Right: T. C . Hug hes, reelected executive secretary

of Grand Rapid , Mich ..
were h ost on Friday and aturda).
March 15 and 16. to th e Twent - ixth
Annual Convention of th e Michigan
Society of Architects. pronounced one
of th e most uccessful and con tructive
in the ociety's history.
eventy-one
architects regi tered at the conven tion,
and 81 producers or their repre enta·
tives attended.
Following business session
and
commi ttee reports on Friday, the fo llowing election were held : Branson V .
Gamber, president; C. William Palmer,
first vice-pre ident; Emil Lorch. second vice-presi dent; Roger Allen. third
vice-president; Cornelius L. T. Gabler,
secretary; John C. Thornton , trea urer; and Talmage C. Hzighes, executive secretary (Mr. Hu ghes is editor of
the Society' Weekly Bulletin, now in
its fo urteenth year of publication-690
issues) .
Clair W. Ditchy, Alvin E. Harley,
and Alden B. Dow were elected director at large. Other directors elected
for the various division of the State
ociety were: Branson V. Gamber,
Detroit; Harr y L. Mead, Grand
Rapids; Edward X. Tuttle, Battle
Creek; Adrian N. Langius, Lansing;
fam es A. Spence, Saginaw; David E.
Anderson, Marquette; and William D.
ARCHITECT

Cuthbert, Ann Arbor. IL is expected
that ince
r. Gamber wa
elected
pre ident of th e Society. a succe sor
will be named to fill his term of office
a director from the Detroi t Divi ion.
Frida act1 1tle were climaxed in
the eve ning b)' a smoker. "The enter·
tainment," say report , "wa outstandin g." President-elect Gamber performed in hi first e -officio .capacity
by leadi ng the si nging.
aturday. the new board of director met and President Gamber outlined before them a work program for
the co ming year. At the aturda
busine
e ion. Clair W. Ditchy,
Regional Director of the American
Institute of Architects, outlined the
In ti tu le' proposed program for unification (see article following ) .
At th e banquet Saturday even ing.
concluding e ent of the convention.
Mr. Gamber took over the gavel from
retiring pre ident Kenneth C. Black,
who in his valedictory expressed
appre iation and gratitude to the retirincr directors and other officers of
the ociet , commented on the AIA'
unificati on program, and propo ed the
laun ching of a " planned program of
public education." Mr. Black urged
the incoming board of director to ap(Co11tinued o" page 12)
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HAS
GUE ss1NG

what would J.:OD call it 'I
JJiit~~

THE SHADOWGRAPH TELLS THE STORY
b1· am['lifyi11g di.rtortio11 and deject.r .:o times
I 1) This is high qualitv cylinder
drawn window glass. The bent
and twisted lines shown bv the
shadowgraph testing device
indicate the presence of considerable distortion. This glass
became obsolete in 1928.

"""' ::;;;.;.--'
... because it is practically free of that
_ " waviness and consequent distortion which
(jJ !~ distinguish window glass from plate.
-

-.t<

I -

~~---==..

.

~ 71""'

~Jii,Jil!~

(2) Here is what most manufacturers offer today as top
qualitv window glass. . \lade
b,· the sheet drawn process, it
shows a characteristic distortion in the waviness of the
black lines.

... because it is not

made by the plate
glass process and, although it looks like
plate, it sells at window glass prices.

Ex1~erts who ha\·e seen this new Lustraglass agree that it represents the
greatest forward step in the historv of sheet glass making . . . Years of

(3) '\'ow look at this "shadowgraphed" sample of the new
Lustragl ass. Obvioush- an importan~t improveme.nt. The
lines are straight, showing relativeh· perfect vision -freedom
from distortion.

intensive research created it. It cost thousands of dollars to perfect it ...
Its _iewel-like luster, ultra-violet ra\' transmission and "whiteness of metal"
alone place it above competition. :\nd now add to these its plate-like appearance, freedom from distortion and low price, and \'OU have a sheet glass
that demands the immediate attention of every architect and builder.

•

Write for the new \\'indowgraph Slide Rule
Chart and a sample of the new I ,ustraglass.
Examine both-then tell us what \'OU think.

AMERICAN WINDOW GLASS CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.
Manufacturprs of Pll·xitP, the safer safety glass; Lustrablu and Lustragold for ornamPntal uses;
( 'rystal Slw(·t, Chipped and Special Glass for industrial purposes.

n

1

~S NEW TYPE OF

~~~gt~~~~
I

~OKS LIKE PLATE GLASS-s~js AT WINDOW GLASS PRICES

APRIL
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(Co11ti11:tcd from page 10)

point a committee for this purpose:
". . . to prepare copy for speeches,
radio interviews, and newspaper releases to be furnished to local groups
for their use." He also advocated that:
"Architectural exhibits should be arranged and sent throughout the state,
and every effort should be made to acquaint the public with the value of an
architect's services."
Dean Walter R. MacCornack of the
Department of Architecture, MIT, and
vice-president of the AIA, wa guest
speaker at the banquet. Among other
topics, he emphasized particularly the
opporlunitie , greater than ever before,
for American leadership m world
architecture .

Unification Program to be Submitted
to AIA Convention in May
A OUNCEMENT has been made by
AIA President Edwin Bergstrom of a
comprehensive program for the unifi ·ation of the architectural profession
which will be submitted for adoption
b the American Institute of Architects
at the lnstitute's seventy-second conention in Loui ville, Ky., May 21 to
24..
The program will be submitted in
the form of amendments to the Institute by-laws. The formal presentation
ha been drawn up by a committee of
the AIA's Board of Directors, consisting of Frederic A. Fletcher of Baltimore, chairman of the committee on
tate organization; Clair W . Ditchy of
Detroit, chairman of the committee on
unification , and Charles T. Ingham of
Pittsburgh, secretary of the Institute.
"If the recommended bylaw changes
are adopted," says a statement by Mr.
Fletcher, "the profession will at last
po se
the machinery necessary to
bring all practicing architects together
in one national organization without
working injury to the old, well-establi hed, and well-tried organization and
procedures of the Institute, and yet
preserve the State Association member
as an entity within its own particular
territory."
The program, it is explained, hould
encourage a greater number of State
ssociation memberships and the
establishment of regional associations,
or councils, long advocated by the Institute. It will increase the ultimate
representation of the State Association

members in the Institute convention
from a maximum of 100 votes now
permitted under the bylaws when there
are forty-eight State Association members, to a possible 188 votes.
Also, under the proposed program,
the annual dues to be paid by each
State Association member of the AIA
are $1 per voting member within the
Association, based on the number of
the Association's dues-paying members
or associates who have paid their due ,
in part or in whole, levied for the year
immediately prior to the year for
which the Institute dues are payable.
Organization of a regional council
within each regional district of the
Institute is recommended. The Council's membership would consist of the
Institute Chapters and the State Association members within the district,
each of which would be represented at
meetings of the Council by representatives elected by it. The Chapters of the
district, in the aggregate, and the State
Association members of the district in
the aggregate, would be equally re;resented on the Council, which would be
an unincorporated nonprofit membership association under the direction of
the lnstitute's regional director for the
district. Each regional council would
hold at least one meeting a year.
The duties of each regional council
would be to consider matters relating
(Co11ti,.ued

011

Page 122)

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

•

• April 12-13-First Housing Conference, Department of Architecture Unive rsity of Texas, Austin, Tex.
'
• May 1-3-Spring meeting, A merican So ciety of Mechani ca l Engineers,
Hotel Ban c roft, Worcester, Mass.
• May 4-12 - Fifth Annual Home
Show , National House and Garden Exposition, Coliseum, Chicago, Ill.
• "'.fay . I 5-Final date, reception of
applications for Kate Neal Finley
Memorial Fellowship in Architecture,
Art, or Music. Information may be
obtained from Dean Rexford Newcomb,
College of Fine & Applied Arts, Un iversity of Illinois, Urbana , Ill.
•May 21-24 -Sevenfy-second convention , Ameri ca n Institute of Architects, Louisville, Ky .
• June I-Final date , reception of
applications for Cranbrook Aca de my
of Art Scholarships. For further information address Richard P. Rasemon,
E.ecutive Sec retary, Cranbrook Academy of Art, Bloomfield H ills, Mich.
• June 3-5 - Convention , Natio nal
Warm. "'.ir Heating & Air-Conditioning
Association, Palmer House , Chicago.

Ill.
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cl/ow wouti tfOU

wni1£ the I DEAL
he#i!!:!g #pee.?

SOMETHING LIKE THIS, WE'LL GAMBLE -

Provision must be
made for year 'round
domestic hot water at
lowest possible cost

Radiators must be
small for easy concealment and system must
be extremely economic: a I in operation

CONTROLLED HEAT
MEETS THESE REQUIREMENTS TO THE LETTER

I

Never before have you been able to specify and get a heating system which so closely approaches
your ideal in heating comfort .. . or at so low aC). operating cost! Hoffman Hot Water Controlled
Heat positively smooths out all the variations in room temperature previously beyond control.
These results are obtained by a dual temperature control of hot water
contin11011sly circ11lated through the radiators. The circulating water is
accurately and automatically regulated to the degree which exactly com·
pensates for the heat loss of the building. Any temperature desired will
be maintained to a hair's breadth.
The three basic units of Hoffman Hot Water Controlled Heat are
adaptable to any type of automatically-fired hot water boiler. By design·
ing the system for high BTU emissions, radiators can be kept
small and easily concealed. Besides, the system is made-coorder for indirect domestic water heating - known for
economy in producing an ample supply, summer and winter.

For detailed Information, send today for Hoffman literature fully
describing this unusual system. Hoffman Specialty Co., Inc.,
Dept. AR·4 Waterbury, Conn.

Hoffman Hot Water Controls, Va Ives, Traps and Pumps are sold everywhere by lead;ng wholesalers of HeaHng and Plumbmg Eq11;pment.
APRIL
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Indianapolis Citizens Vote Coliseum Outstanding Building

TWELVE VOTES : Indianapolis Coliseum ; t op, exterior ;
a bove , interior. Architects were Russ and Harrison.

EFFOHTLESSLY magic carpeting two thirds of a na tion , the
Record poll settles this month over Indianapolis, where the
new Coli seum at the State F air Grounds shows for th with
most " la y" citizen vo tes as the city's outstanding recent
b uilding. Since man y of the voters called particular attenti o n to the interior, we include an inside shot (left ) . bowing th e arch-type, stiff-fra me steel roof over the arena,
which can be con verted alm ost b y sleight- of-hand from an
ice rink to a three-ring circus.

JI the buildings on this and the overpage ar e pictured
on the basis of vo tes r eceived fr om the following " lay"
(non-arc hitect) citizens of Indianapolis : f ulian Bamberge r,
altorney; C. A . Berry, trust officer ; W illiam H . Book,
Chamber of Commer ce exec utive; f ames C. Carter, M. D.;
R . C. Cashon , engraver ; Lloyd D. Claycombe, attorn ey ;
D. H . Collins, advertising execu tive ; R. L. Dickson, railr oa d publicity agent ; The Reverend John B. Ferguson ; John
P. Frenzel, fr. , bank executive; K enneth P. Fry, r eal e tate;
W . A . Hanley, engineer ; W . H . l nsley, manufacturer ; Jacob
L. Jones, head of high school building-crafts dept. ; A. D.
Lange, publisher ; Walter I . Longsworth, manufacturer.
Chamber of Commerce pre ident ; E . H . K emper McComb,
high school principal ; Gordon B. Mess, President. Indiana
Artist Club ; Wilbzir D . Peat, museum director ; Frederick
(Co nt in ued

0 11

page 16)

EIGHT VOTES: the H.P. Wasson and Company Department Store. Rubush and Hunter were the architects.

•
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EIGHT VOTES : Naval Armory ; B. H. Bacon and John
P. Parrish , Architects; constructed as a WPA project

Court es)' A m e r ica 11 Jltfap Co.

Next hop will be to Louisville, Ky.
ARC H ITEC T UR A L
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Univer$al Atl~s Cement Co., Leed$, Ala. General
Office Building, with roof area of less than 4000 sq.
ft., covered with Featherweight PreCO$I Concrete
Roof Slabs. Archts., Warren, Knight&Davis; Contrs.,
Daniel Construction Co., both of Birmingham.

~wef!k Precast Concrete Roof Slabs
Although the list of Federal Roof users reads like a Blue Book of
industry and includes the largest and most prominent concerns in
the country, it also embodies thousands of medium size and
smaller companies, who have enjoyed the same high degree
of roof economy on smaller buildings.
Size of proiect or area of roof makes no difference whatever in
the results obtained from a Featherweight Precast
Concrete Roof. Each job, regardless of size. is individually
detailed and fabricated to suit the exact conditions, and
the slabs come to the job ready to lay on the roof purlins,
without cutting or other field work.
608 So. Dearborn St.
Chicago, Ill. They go on the same light steel frame that carries other
Sa/es Offices in Principal Cities • For Over Thirty Years
roofs - are fireproof and last a lifetime without a dollar
of expense for painting, repairs, or replacements.
NAILING CONCRETE SLABS available for securely holding an
ornamental roof; also RED INTERLOCKING SLABS, requiring no
composition covering. Catalog and Details on request.

FEDERAL-AME RICAN
C E M E N T T I L E CO.

AIRll
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Indianapolis Citizens Choose Outstanding Recent Buildings
(Co11tin11ed from 1>a11e 14)

Polley, author-arti t; H. L. ears, executive; Harry G.
Templeton, State Fair manager; The Reverend F. S. C.
Wicks, D.D.

SIX VOTES: Parkmoor Restaurant; Foster Eng. Co., Archs.

Honorable-mention group (buildings receiving more than
one vote but less than those pictured) : Allison Plant Administration Building (Au tin Engineering Co., Architects ;
J. Lloyd lien, Associate ) ; Electric Steel Castings Co. plant
(Foster E ngineering Co., Ltd. ) ; Fletcher Avenue Savings &
Loan A ociation Building ( D. A. Bohlen & Son ); Fourth
Church of Chri t cientist (Foster Engineering Co., Ltd. );
Fry re idence (Maurice E. Thornton) ; Howe High School
(McGuire & hook ); Kesslerwood Homes (Maurice E.
Thornton ); Moore Peace Chapel (Leslie F. Ayres ); Fred
Morga n residence (Smith & Hoagland ) ; Post Office Addition (Louis A. imon, Supervising Architect;
ea! A.
Mellick, upervising Engineer; McGuire & Shook, Rankin
Kellogg, As ociated Architect ) ; remodeled Woolworth
tore (E. H. Anderson , Woolworth Co., Architect; D. A.
Bohlen & on, A sociate Architects ) .
In the May i ue, a a sort of curtain rai er to the AIA
convention, the Record will publish picture of a number
of historical buildings in the Louisville, Ky., area (the convention's locale), balanced by an equal number of recent
architectural examples. A group of architects will choose
the former, while, as usual, a panel of "lay" citizens, recommended by architects, will nominate recent building which
in their opinions are noteworthy.

SIX VOTES: Merchants' Bank Br.; D. A. Bohlen & Son, Archs.

FIVE VOTES: Stuart Building, Arsenal Tech High School; Pierre

FOUR VOTES and

& Wright, Archs. ; D. A. Bohlen & Son , Supervising Archs.

FOUR VOTES: left, Vogue Theater; E. Stenbeck, Arch. Above, Park Theater; M. Thornton, Arch.
r\RCHITECTURAL
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NEW COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND FINE ARTS
COMBINED WITH A NEW ART GALLERY IN LOS ANGELES
Many an a r chitect will talk far into the night about what is wrong w ith architectural schools and their
curricula (see AR 3/ 40 for opinions of recent graduates>. Few, though, have the opportunity of designing
the physical plant for an architectural school from scratch. In the new building group for the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Architect RALPH C. FLEWELLING had just that opportunity.
More than that: the group consists not only of the new College of Architecture and Fine Arts (May
Ormerod Harris Hall, but the new Elizabeth Holmes Fisher Art Gallery as well-twa important additions to
the University campus, united in a single structure because of the close relation between their functions.

Photos by Fred R. Dapprich

FINE ARTS BUILDINGS
RALPH C. FLEWELLING, Architect

ROMAN

BRIC!~

11

8 RE·INFORCEO CONCRETE

PLASTER ON STEEL
CHANNEL STUDS

PAI NTED CANVAS
ON - PLYWOOD

TERRA COTTA WAINSCOT
CORI~

SURFACE

CON CRETE FLOOR SLAB

of the fin e-art group consist of h orizontal
bands of red brick relieved by broad hands of unfinished
concrete in a warm pink-gray tone. Actually these light hand
are projecting rib integral with the true reinforced-concrete
walls of the structure, a hown in the detail of the gallery
entrance portico above. In the main courtyard, ju t below
the roof line of the two-story portion of the building, i an
incised fresco depicting th e hi tory of culture in civilizati on.
The only purely decorative feature of the building, it i the
work of Bar e Miller.
The plan of the group is roughly that of a chunky letter A.
One leg of the A-the one bordering th e street-contains the
Fisher Gallery, th e entrance to the architecture and art school
with its attendant offices, two cla sroom , and the 225-seat
assembly hall. The top of the A consists of general and
EXTERIOR WALL
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industrial design tudios and a crafts workshop. The cross
bar of the A is the art library. In the other leg of the lettertoward the north- are a large drafting room and a series
of culpture tudy rooms. The e various elements are connected by either courtyard colonnades or short interior
corridors. The small court between the dean' office and the
gallery is used in connection with social functions.
In the art gallery all light i artificial. The central portion
of the ceiling in each of the three rooms is dropped, and the
lip o formed conceal the light ource. Horizon tal metal fins
break up the light which i directed olely at the walls. The
gallery walls, which are furred out from the ma onry, are
of plywood, covered with canvas and painted. In gallery
rooms, the e false wall cut the comer at an angle, forming
convenient spaces for ven t ducts.
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Second floor: in both the upstairs drafting room in the far
wing and in the studios in the near wing, the long northern
window walls are supplemented by overhead skylights. Between these two second-floor areas, a sizable portion of
the roof is finished for use as an out-of-door classroom.

First floor: the entrances to the college (at left) and the
art gallery (right) are the only openings in the exterior
wall, facing the street. Circulation between the various parts
of the school and between school and gallery is by means
of courtyard colonnades. Drafting-room windows face north.

At right, above: looking from the art-school court through
the portico into the main corridor leading to the entrance
to the school. The photo at bottom is just the reverse,
showing the modern colonnade that surrounds the court
and takes the place of long interior corridors. Note the
wall display case, with exhibit of students' current work.
APRIL
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In the second-floor drafting room, both windows and skylights face north. Artificial light is provided by fluorescent tubes.

At right, the library. By using a two-level
stack room , this area is segregated in one
corner, leaving space for a large window
in the east wall , overlooking the courtyard.
On the page opposite, at bottom, is shown
the lecture-assembly hall. To provide illumination which permits students to take
notes while slides are being shown, the
screen is recessed so that no direct light
falls on it. The hall lighting fixtures provide some indirect illumination , but are
also equipped with large ground-glass
lenses to throw light directly down onto
the seats, which have folding tablet arms.
Fluted walls break up echoes, and the
ceiling is surfaced with sound-absorbing
plaster; the aisles are finished in cork.
Fred R. Dappricli
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FINE ARTS BUILDING
RALPH C. FLEWELLING, Architect

I

0 I SPLAY

ZONE

---- l
One corner of the art gallery. The detail above
shows the directional
scheme for focusing light.
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NEW MULTI-USE FIRE STATION AT MIAMI BEACH
In desi9nin9 the Dade Boulevard Fire Station, Architects

ROBERT LAW WEED and EDWIN T.

REEDER had to provide for four major services: 11 I two fire companies, 121 the city's firealarm central, 131 a central trainin9 station, 141 a residence for the fire chief.

Located at

the intersection of two thorou9hfares and facin9 the brid9e leadin9 to 23rd Street, the site is
strate9ic for such a combined-use headquarters. Separation of the four services into distinct but
inte9rated buildin9s, plus the dominatin9 trainin9 tower, is a realistic solution to the fourfold
nature of the problem. The distinctive desi9n of the tower arises directly out of the specialized
needs which it serves, outlined on succeedin9 pa9es. The residential character of the 9roup as
a whole results from reco9nition of the restricted residential nei9hborhood adjoinin9 the station.

Photos by St. T homas

\l \

(P

Above: the main control desk from which an officer
receives, directs, and relays calls and alarms from
all sources. At right, in order: the tile-walled apparatus room, the fully equipped machine and repair
shop, and the second-floor dormitory for 14 men
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MIAMI BEACH FIRE STATION
Ox THE FIRST floor of the central unit
are the control office, apparatus rooms,
storage room, and toilets. From the
control room, a single officer directs
alarms, telephone calls, police radio,
etc. On the second floor are the dormitory, captain's quarters, lounge room,
lockers, and toilet and bath facilities.
At the rear of this central unit is the
six-story drill tower. The two back
faces contain pairs of windows at each
level which are used for training in the
use of hook and ladder and similar
equipment. One corner of the tower is
open to its entire height. Here, long
hoses are suspended for drying. In another corner are fire boxes at each floor
and a flue with dampers, for studying
the action of drafts and smoke.
The first floor of the left-hand wing
of the group is a machine and repair
shop. Entrance to this area is from the
rear of the building. The city's central
alarm system occupies the second floor
of this wing and is entirely separate
from the rest of the building, with its
own entrance door on Dade Boulevard.
The right-hand building is a compact
residence for the fire-department chief.
The entire group is fireproof, with
a concrete frame and walls of brick and
hollow tile. Floors throughout the building are reinforced-concrete slabs finished in terrazzo (main building),
cement (alarm and service) , or cementtile and wood (residence wing). Walls
in the apparatus rooms, storage rooms,
and toilets are surfaced with vitreous
tile. Incidental heating in the building
is provided by gas space heaters.
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ROBERT LAW WEED and EDWIN T. REEDER, Architects

Deck floor of tower
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MIAMI BEACH FIRE STATION

ROBERT LAW WEED and EDWIN T. REEDER, Architects
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Detail of the adjustable jalousies
outside the dormitory windows,
shown in the photo at left

Left and above: the fire chief's
residence. Although connecting
directly with the rest of the building, by means of an open gallery and porch, the residence is
a completely independent unit.
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3-IN-1 STORE PLUS SPACE FOR RENT
The problem involved in remodeling two old New York City garages into this
modern retail store, according to Architect JOSEPH D. WEISS, was "to de·
sign a building to house a music, camera, and sports equipment store with
some space on the street level allotted to a separate store for rent".

building on the left was
a three-story garage; the one on the
righL two stories. In remodeling, Mr.
Weiss was able to retain the original
floor levels and carrying walls. The first
floor of the left-hand structure became
the store for rent. All of the rest of
the building is occupied by Rabson's
various departments.
Plans and photographs on the next
two pages show the organization of the
display and shopping facilities. In general, the first floor is devoted to photographic equipment; on the second floor
are provisions for sale of records, sheet
music, luggage, seasonal sporting goods,
pianos, radios, victrolas, and electrical
appliances. The third floor consists of
the service and shipping department,
oYer the left-hand half of the building.
The right-hand side at this level is a
long open roof deck. This is later to

THE oIUGii\AL

be converted into a ski slide for winter

demonstration and a golf-drive practice
range for the summer months.
The front walls of the store are Indiana limestone over brick; the roof is
smooth-finish built-up asbestos roofing.
Store fronts and sash are of stainless
steel. On the first floor. the floors are
terrazzo with aluminum division strips;
elsewhere floors are o E maple.
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NEW YORK MUSIC AND CAMERA STORE

Dis play racks and reco rd booths face . . . the record library and sales section and . . • shelves whe re albums may be inspected.

Cantilevered stair to the second floor
BU I LDING
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Camera sales on the first floor

Counter for darkroom equipment
A RC H I T E C TUR A L

RECOR D

JOSEPH D. WEISS, Arehiteet

The luggage shop adjoins . . .

the sporting-goods section, next to . . .

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
~',
3 RADIO ROOMS
RADIOS B PIANOS

SEASON AL
SPORTS,

6 RECORD BOOTHS/

MODEL
DARK ROOM
DARK ROOM
SUPPLIES
ENLARGERS B
PROJECTORS

/

STORE FOR RECH

CAMERAS

DEVELOPING B PRINTING
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the piano and radio display area.

IMMEDIATELY INSIDE the entrance door on the
ground floor is the developing and printing
department. For use when the store is closed,
there is a slot receptacle in which films may
be dropped from the outside. Open display
cases hold books and periodicals on photography. In back of the darkroom equipment
section at the rear is a completely equipped
model darkroom. In the other corner, behind
the movie section, is a miniature theater for
showing either silent or sound films.
Between the first and second floors is a
small mezzanine on which the manager's office is located. From the window there is an
uninterrupted view of the entire sales area.
By either elevator or stairs, customers arrive on the second floor at the same point.
Here is the record sales section, with display
or storage space for approximately 70,000
records. For easy accessibility popular records are displayed in open racks. Six soundproof booths adjoin.
Luggage and seasonal sporting goods occupy the front of this floor. The rest of the
area is for piano display and three booths for
larger radio and phonograph sets.
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NEW YORK MUSIC AND CAMERA STORE

JOSEPH D. WEISS, Architect

Acoustically treated projection room on the first floor
where both silent and talking pictures may be shown.

Open racks provide immediate accessibility to the most
frequently requested albums
and recent popular records.
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SEATTLE CATHOLIC DIOCESE HEADQUARTERS
Before this dignified structure, designed by Architects PAUL THIRY and ALBAN A. SHAY,
was built, the church offices of the Catholic Diocese of Seattle were housed in different
office buildings downtown. Now the entire headquarters, from the Bishop's private
study to newspaper offices and charity agencies, are united under a single roof. This not
only facilitates interrelation between the various units, but effects economies, in that the
scattered rents previously paid will in time amortize the entire cost of the new structure.
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SEATTLE CHURCH CENTER
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provides the
three desired separa te areas, each with
its public space, work areas, and subordinate private offices. In anticipation
of possible future change, all interior
partitions are nonbearing and may be
altered at minimum expense.
Construction is of reinforced concrete
throughout. Exterior walls are surfaced
with a 2-in. veneer of limestone. Interior walls are furred with 2-in. furring
tile; permanent interior walls are finished with cement plaster. The flat roof
slabs are insulated with 2 in. of cork,
topped with 4 in. of cinder concrete,
and six-ply, built-up tar-and-gravel roofing.
Over the central section, the
pitched roof is of Vermont slate.
Interior partitions in the chancery
THE BASIC T-SHAPE PLAN
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are of obscure glass and 3-in. tile-plaster.
In the charities and newspaper units,
partitions are 2- by 3-in. open studs,
filled with 3 in. thick acoustical material
and finished with % -in. plasterboard.
Slate Boors are used in the main entry
and chancery public space. In the other
two sections and in the basement, the
floor surface is asphalt tile; toilet-room
floors are of ceramic tile. Slab doors
are used throughout. Windows are
steel sash.
In the chancery public room and in
corridors, ceilings are surfaced with
acoustical tile; elsewhere, insulating
board tiles 1 ft. square are applied directly to the concrete slab ceiling.
All rooms intercommunicate by both
public and private telephone systems.
ARCHITECTURAL
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THIRY and SHAY, Architects

First floor

r

Basement

Top: corridor paralleling the chancery, showing
light borrowed by the nonbearing partition with
panels of diffusing glass. The ceiling is surfaced
with acoustical tile. Bottom: the Bishop's private
office. The walls are of cork. Woodwork throughout the building is of natural-finished mahogany.
APRIL
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NEW STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS, MATERIALS, AND EQUIPMENT

1!{ CORNER BE AD
16 o. BENT

ELEVATION

SHOP NOTE: From Architect Van Evera Bailey of Portland ,
Oreg., comes this suggestion for recessing door jamb and baseboa rd. Savings in cost are less emphasized than the following
advantages: (I J the jamb , being protected by metal , can be

Damp-Proof Linoleum
NAIRN LINOLEUM T ILE (damp-proof) i
inlaid linoleum of special construction.
with a fac tory-applied adhe ive-membrane back. It i said to give satisfactory service when installed directly on
damp concrete floors in basemen ts, and
may also be applied over wood floor .
Nairn Damp-proof Cement is required
to activate the water - and alkali-resistant
backing. Congoleum- airn . Inc., Kearny, N. J.

Resilient Floor Construction
IN

RECE TLY completed gymna ium at
10 Rockefeller Plaza, ew York City.
Architects Reinhard & Hofmei ter used
a new type of resilient fl oor construction. Foundation sleepers were bolted
to steel springs, which in turn were set
on the base lab in acoustical glue . A
subfloor of spruce wa laid diagonally
on the sleeper , and covered with a bestos paper; over thi was placed the
finished floor of fireproofed hard maple.
Markings for games were then painted
on the floor. The final proce was to
brush the finished floor wi th Lignophol,
A
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set before plastering ; (2) the carpenter doesn 't have to fit his
base trim to plaster irregularities; (3) the painter does a
neater job, as his brush cuts the line between metal and
wood; (4J the housewife has no tops of baseboards to dust.

a low-glos , hard-wearing, non- lip preser vative which satura tes the wood, and
protects the marking on the surface
a well as the wood itself.
The resilience of the floor i not immediately apparent, but, after an hour'
play, considerably les fatigue has been
noticed by players, it i said, than after
a similar period of play on a nonresilient floor.

Low-Cost Acoustical Material
A EW ACOUSTICAL ma terial, called "Fibracoustic'', is de cribed as an economical product wi th good noise-quieting
characteristics and attractive textu re.
The material is a wood-fibre product of
low den ity with a factory-applied paint
fini h. Te ts conducted by the official
laboratory of the Acou tical Materials
Association how the material to have
a noise-reduction coefficient of 75 %.
Standard colors are white, light buff,
medium buff, fawn (dark buff), French
gray. and apple green. The material
is furnished in a variety of sizes, including square and re tangular units.
Johns-Manville, 22 E. 40th t.,
ew
York. N. Y.

Fluorescent Theatre Carpet
PECIALLY DEVELOPED for u e in theater
is a new carpet, woven of fluorescentd yed wools, which glows in a darkened
hall when subj ected to rays of invisible
" black light." The "black light" does
not detract from the darkness, since the
on ly vi ible light comes from the carpet
pattern. Four patterns are currently
available in this material. Alexander
Smith and ons Carpet Co. , 295 Fifth
Ave., ew York, N. Y.

Pump for 22- to 60-ft. Lifts
FoR USE WHERE the water table lies between the accepted limitation of the
plunger-type shallow-well pumps (22
ft. ) and lifts of 60 ft. or more, where
deep-well pumps are used, a unit has
been developed which utilizes the eje tor principle. Known as the "Jet" pump,
this unit operates by diverting water
under pressure down a drive pipe to a
j et manifold. The heart of the manifold
is a jet made of Tenite, a plastic
material. The water emerges from the
nozzle at a high velocity and passe
upward through a Venturi tube, creat(Co11tinued on page 124)
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NEW HOUSES AND NEW HOUSE UNITS

ARCHITECT'S HOME IN NEW JERSEY
Located on a s izable wooded site in Verona, N. J., this residence by
Architects HOOTEN and TIMPSON was designed for Mr. Hooten and
hi1 family. In planning the house a number of requirements were con·
1idered : orientation, efficient "closed space", and, in Mr. Hooten'•
own words, "provision of a house that would lend itself to adap·
tation for future needs and that would be of such materials and
e quipment that housekeeping and upkeep would be minimized".

in orienting the house for the
best exposure, it was possible to give all the main
rooms a view to the south and west of the surrounding woods and of two streams which converge in a
ravine just below the property. The exterior was designed, says Mr. Hooten, with an eye toward providing an exterior "with dignity, important roofs, and
general low appearance, but not necessarily symmetrical." Exterior walls of pinkish brick and weathered shakes were chosen because of their minimum
upkeep. The plan has an interesting arrangement of
rooms and circulation space. By unusual attention to
the planning of halls, all main rooms have complete
privacy. From the standpoint of closet space, the
house i exceptionally equipped; in addition to the
usual clothes and coat clo ets, torage unit have been
provided for the following: cleaning equipment, card
table and chairs, sports equipment, toys, luggage, garden tools, off-season clothes, storm sash and screens.
In the event of future expansion, the maid's room can
become a family bedroom; the present unfinished attic
would then be made into two maids' rooms and bath.

MAIO
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Although colonial in its detail, the
interior is as fresh in its handling as
the exterior is in its general aspect.
A curved stair (above, left) connects
first and second floors. Above, right,
the living room; below, the dining
room which overlooks the woods
APRIL
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HOUSE PLANNED FOR WESTERN CLIMATE
Prime requisite for Designer PAUL LASZLO in planning this house for Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Rosenson at Bel Air, Calif., was that the house should take full advantage of
its natural surroundings. An open plan, a terrace, and a half-open play porch that
runs the width of the house and connects front and rear gardens, accomplished this
aim. Particularly noteworthy are the simplicity of detail and the frankness of structure,
as In t he posts on the front terrace. In addition to the house, Mr. Laszlo designe d the
fu rn iture and decorated some of the Interiors. "This house ls modern In every sense of
the word," s~ys Mr. Laszlo, "and proves that not only flat-roofed buildings are modern."

SECOND FLOOR

GARAGE
19' 6 "~ 19'6"
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THE HOUSE take its low lines and
spread-out plan from the plot which is
long and narrow and covers almost an
acre. Its location on a corner in a
dead-end street eliminates the traffic
problem. The rear of the house is to
the north , and face a hill; consequently rooms on this side are less open than
on the south (street side) or on the
east, where the ground slopes gently
toward the lawn of a golf club. The
young couple for whom the house was
bui lt like to entertain informally, so
the first-floor plan was developed
around the large living room.
The dining room opens off one side
of the living room; on the other side
are the entrance vestibule and the den.
A special feature of the den is the two·
way bar which can be used from the
den or from the play terrace. This
porch, or "play terrace," connects the
front terrace with the badminton
co urts at the rear. For protection during winter month the north (rear )
wall of the porch has a glass wall and
a glass door, so that the view of the
back garden is not cut off. All ervice
facilitie face north, and all living
rooms face south.
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SLIDING SASH ON
BALL BEARING
TRACK

STATIO NARY .
SASH

Between living room and porch is a "cactus window" (see detail above and photograph at right)
built into the wall. Sliding glass panels make it
easy to care for the plants, and to control
the moisture content of this indoor garden.

LIVING QUARTERS ON SECOND FLOOR
In this house for Prof. and Mrs. Harry F. Harlow, at Madison, Wis., the
a rchitects, BEATTY and STRANG, found themselves up aga inst two highly
spe cialized conditions. One was the site-a sloping hillside plot, which
would have had an uninterrupted view toward the lake but for an
intervening row of houses. But the owners desired a view, as well
as certain specific plan features: the result was this unusual plan.

LI VIN G
14'· 3' x 23'·6"

SECOND FLOOR

"THIS HOUSE reflects no architectural precedent," say the architects;
"rather it reflects a whole-hearted respect for the site, the surroundings,
and the clients' living comfort." The exterior design is a notable
example of the transitional style; the pitched roof was decided upon
by both architects and owners as the most suitable to the situation of
the house. Professor and Mrs. Harlow have no children and they
requested an arrangement of living, sleeping, and eating accommodations for themselves that would be quite separate from guest and maid's
rooms and recreation room. To satisfy these requirements the architects evolved a compact second-floor plan which has the additional
advantage of making the lake view available to the owner's quarters.
The exterior is of redwood siding with a trim of redwood painted white.
For the interior, 4 ft. wide sheets of plywood were chosen- birch in the
living-dining room, white pine in other rooms. Total cost was $9,100.
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HOUSE WITH SPLIT-LEVEL PLAN
Located on a long narrow plot whose grade slopes 7 ft. in 50, this
residence for Mr. and Mrs. Y. J. Hamar near Portland, Oreg., designed
by Architect HAROLD W. DOTY, takes full advantage of the site by
using the split-level entrance device. The long, pitched roofs, reminiscent of trad itional forms, have been cleverly adapted to conform
with the slope of the site and the contemporary design of the house.
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CANTILEVERED BALCONY

s;e· ROOS

7~6' LONG, LOOPED
AT INSIDE END, 12• O.C.
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SECTION AT BALCONY

Detail of cantilevered balcony and stair
leading from terrace. Uprights of the
balustrade are of I Y2-in. pipe, which have
been drilled to support wood rail dowels.

is very compact in
this house, Mr. Doty has achieved an effect
of spaciousness without any waste space.
From the vestibule, stairs lead up to bedrooms and down to a short corridor which
connects living room and den, and into
which kitchen and dining room open. Living room and dining room lead out to a
concrete-paved open terrace from which
there is a view over rolling hill country.
A full-length bay window in the living
room supplements the light obtained from
the French doors leading to the terrace.
On the basement level are the garage
(whose entrance faces the access road on
the east), and space for heating equipment.
laundry, and a recreation room, supplemented by a loggia just under the terrace.
ALTHOUGH PLANNING

lllTCHEN
13'-7'xl4'- I'

DINING
12'- 4'x 16'·0'

BED ROOM
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SLOPING SITE SETS DESIGN PROBLEM

SECOND FLOOR

Built on a wooded hillside near Medfield, Mass., this residence was designed by
Architect NATHANIEL SALTONSTALL CPutnam & Cox & Saltonstall! for himself. The north (front) side of the house faces a main artery, hence the
sparing use of windows on this elevation. Because of the angle of the slope,
there are three full floors on this side and two on the rear or south elevation;
large expanses of glass open the house up toward the south lawn and a view
over a pond. The main entrance, on the basement level, leads into a foyer.

ROOF

DECK

FIRST FLOOR
LIVING
IG'x 27~6'
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considerations in planning
this house was to provide easy circulation for
a large number of persons, since the owner
likes to entertain extensively. Consequently
the hall on each floor is large; on the first
floor a folding partition divides hall and
study. When necessary, this partition is
folded back, so that study and hall become
one large room, opening at the flower bay
into the living room. Bedroom windows
visible from the main artery are 5 ft. above
floor level, for privacy as well as for convenience in furniture placement.

ONE OF THE MAI

Above, rear elevation; below, living room with walnut shutters.
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1. PAUL THIRY, Architect
THE I CREASING use of open planning and its
resultant flexibility, the design and arrangement of furniture within the open area becomes an important architectural consideration. Thus, this corner seat (in reality
a movable piece of furniture) approximates the function
of a partition, differentiating, as it does, the living and
dining areas. At the same time that the seat meets this
practical requirement, it serves also as a pleasant lounging
place. It is upholstered in soft green with cream trim.
The wood fibreboard floor is carpeted in pale yellow.
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UNITS: LOUNGING

2. LESLIE CHEEK, JR., Architect
I LAYING out this room, one of the main requirement wa
to obtain "a decent place to seat a group for conversation,"
with a unified but informal grouping of furnishings. The
logical center for such a group was the large fireplace ;
around this are placed two studio couches (each with a detachable back rest}, and a big chair. Couches are covered in
golden-yellow fabric; the floor is carpeted in deep brown.
For contrast there are accents of tomato red and jade green.
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3. GEORGE NEMENY, Architect

Cl

DESIGNED FOR a formalized
room, this
lounging unit has a built-in frame (detachable for removal to another dwelling ) against
which are placed specially designed seats of
various widths. These seats can be pulled away
from their setting for a less formal furniture
arrangement. The couch is upholstered in
fabric with gold, light brown, and tan stripes;
carpet is brown; the wall above the seat 1s
lemon yellow. All woodwork is of birch.
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CABINET
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4. RITS VAN WITSEN, Interior Designer
Tms BUILT-IN, curved seat provides a fixed lounging unit of a
rather formal character. The construction of the seat is such that it
can be easily demounted and moved to another location. All the
woodwork in the room is of white maple; the seat is covered with a
wool and cotton fabric in blue. The carpet is taupe; chairs are uphol·
stered in light gray. Walls are plaster, painted in two tones of gray.
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5. A. E. DOYLE & ASSOCIATE, Architects
I TEGRAL WITH the construction of the wall is this built-in lounge.
Sofa cushions and hack fit into a frame behind which are arranged
ducts from heating equipment in the basement. Grilles in the baseboard under the seat and in the wide window sill allow for circula tion of air through the radiator enclosure. All woodwork is clear
pine, bleached ; the ceiling is plaster, painted neutral ivor y gray.
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6. JOHN T. JACOBSEN , Architect
A MAXIMUM AMOUNT of eating space is obtained in this lounging unit,
using a minimum of floor area. The seat is completely built-in; its frame is
part of the wall construction. Cabinets at either end not only provide storage
space but act as ends for the seat, and are convenient in height for lamps.
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TEEL

1

Sixth of a series in the RECORD's survey
of

trend s

in

building

materials,

thi s

I

study ha s been prepared by Dr. Mario
Sa lvado ri, of Columbia University's School
of

Engineering , and

Mr. Bruno Funaro.

American architects
and engineer are the world's large t
u er of teel as a building material.
The u e it co n tantly for myriad purp oses in myriad form -structurally in
beams, colu mn , concrete reinforcing ;
semi tructurally in decking, ' all panels, partiti on , and lath ; n on tructurall
in piping, ductwork, furnace, etc. In
each a e tee! is used becau e of some
pecial properly or group of properties.
These properti es vary in importance
from case to ca e; but cutting acros
all of them i the cardinal fact of steel's
great strength. From thi it follow
that tee!' main significance to the
building designer lies in it tructural
applica ti on- it u e in panning great
area or in reaching great height .
By mea n of steel, American archi tect have panned greater space (Golde n Gate Brid ges) and reached greater
heights (Empire tate Building) than
elsewhere in the world. Yet qualitativel y the full potentialitie of steel in architecture remain only fragmentarily and
unevenly exploited. This in the face of
the fact that, in other ectors of American industry, teel i being u ed with a
uperb and daring confidence ha ed on
intimate kn owledge of what it ca n do.
The rea on s for this pa rad ox li e in the
fact that, at each tage of il progre
from mill to fini shed buildin "', tructural
s teel i progre sively under th e control
of: ( 1 ) chemist and metallurgi t, ( 2 )
st.re
analy t and te t engin eer. and
£nally ( 3) the architect. Adva nces in
any one of these fi eld et up repercu ~i o n in the other; and it i only by
analyzing trend in all three that the
a rchitect can ultimately m a ter teel as
a tructm:al materi al.
Q UA ' TITATI VELY,

Par ticu lnr cred it fo r assis tance in pre paratio n of
thi s stud y is due th e Am er ican Institute of tee l
Cons tru c li o n and th e Am e rica n lro n a nd tee l ln sti ·
tu l e, both o f
ew Y o rk C ity.- E J .
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STEEL: A versatile material for contemporary structural problems
ALL BUILDING are composed of two
element : the operational, which directly promotes the activitie for which the
building has been de igned; and the
structural, nece ary but not directly
useful, whose purpose it is to enclose,
upport, and protect the operational.
The structural element itself is usually
compo ed of two ·part - urfacing and
framing-the urface erving to protect
the frame itself, as well a the operational parts of the building. Occasionally these two are merged, notably in
shell tructure - eggs in ature, spheroid tanks in indu try.
All stru ctural ystem are ubjected,
broadly speaking, to two sets of forces:

Fig. I: Two sets of natural forces act
upon all building. The structu ral problem is to resist them with the minimum
expenditure of material and energy.

of the operational part
Vertical: the weight
of the tructural part
Horizontal: wind-pre ure and earthquake horizontal force (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2: These faces are usually handled, in their simplest terms, by two
structural elements; but modern requirements have forced the development of scores of new structural systems.

-;:
~

i:;
;..;;.<,.-,. . .-.;;;;.;..;;i:;;.m...

Fig. 3: The material at hand largely
determines the specific structural form.
Thus, concrete (top) and steel (bottom}
were equally adapted to great spans.
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The structural problem , then, consists
in absorbing th ese two ets of force
and in conveying them to the ground
(Fig. 2). In being conveyed to the
ground by a structural system, these
forces are tran formed into characteristic stre s patterns-normal ( compression , tension, and bending) and tangent
(shear and torsion ) .
In it simple t term , this means that
material used for structural purpose
must have one or more of the e three
properties-re i lance to pres ure, to
tension, and to shear. AU building materials have one or another of these
properties in varying degree , and,
throughout architectural history their
pecialized use has recognized thismasonry for load-bearing walls (compre ion). wood for beams ( compresion and ten ion, and therefore bending), hempen rope for cables (tension).
or did the hortage of one "bending"
material (wood) in a given time and
place (Roman Empire) prevent the
spanning of great area (Bath of Caracalla). The architect of the time took
an abundant material (in this case, concrete), who e major property was its
resi tance to pre sure, and evolved a
new design (arch and vault) wherein
almost the entire tructure wa in compression (Fig. 3).
The history of all building materials
is but an extension of this ort of experimentation. But it remained for modern industry to increase enormously the
range and performance of all building
materials. Thi was all to the good,

but it implied at the same time a wider
knowledge than any one man or any
one group of men could possibly master.
Hence the specializatio.n which characterizes today' building field.
ever be·
fore have we had so detailed a knowledge of the internal characteristics of
materials; and seldom, if ever, has there
been so much activity in the field of
structural analysis. Much of this activity often seems remote (if not entirely
irrelevant) to the individual architect.
Yet it is, in the long run, of the most
decisive importance to him. Indeed, no
modern material-least of all steel-can
be u ed to it be t advantage in architecture without a general under tanding
on the part of the architect of what is
happening in the e two fields and why.*
New principles in steel design

For the past three or four decade , the
use of teel in American buildings has
been largely identified with the skyscraper; and the feeling is still prevalent that with such structures as the
Empire State and Rockefeller Center
building , teel reached the zenith of its
contribution to architecture. uch is far
from the case. The steel frame repreents a tructurally satisfactory solution
for the multi tory building. As long as
society requires building of this type,
the steel frame is likely to remain satisfactory. But in itself it does not nece sarily rep re ent the best use of steel.* *
In fact, theoretically the most efficient
u e of teel i probably a cable in pure
tension; and the great
u pension
bridges are practical illustrations of
this point.
Meanwhile, constant development
along many front may be summarized
in two central facts: ( 1) increa ingly
precise knowledge of the characteristics
of steel as a material and, based upon
this, ( 2) the de ign of scores of new or
improved structural members and sysLems.
inaly or in combination these
offer the architect almo t limitle posibilitie for the control of architectural
space in all type of buildings.
* Interesting in this connection is " Stress. Strai n
and Structural Damage,. by H. F . Moore. Research
Professor of Engineering Materials, University of
Illinois. University Bulletin, Vol. XXXVII , No.
10, p . 4 .

**"The vertical members ( in skyscraper framing)
are usually columns and the horizontal members.
are girders or beams, a system fundamentally little
different from the post and lintel work of ancient
builders. The things that have changed in all
this time are the materials ; the system of building is essentially the same." ( AR 9 / 36, 'll · 237 )
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STEEL: Chemist and metallurgist make a good material better

Fig. 4: Of great importance to the
building field are current studies in
photelasticity. By means of them, our
theories of structure are being checked,
refined, and greatly extended.

Although all steels are basically compounds of the elements iron I Fe) and
carbon IC I, two important trends in
steel metallurgy are evident: ( 1) constant improvements in production methods of the ordinary structural steels and
12 I introduction of many new alloy
steels with special properties to meet
spP<'ial servi!'e conditions I Figs. 4, SI.
In the first case, great advances are
being made in the accurate <'Ontrol of
the ,.,i!icon and carbon content and the
so-called "impurities" - sulphur and
jJhosphorus. Development of the new
allo\ steels", on the other hand, is proving of incalrnlable importanl"e to industq generally. Although their use in the
building field has to date been relativeh small I and confined to semistructural
or decorative uses I, it seems only a
matter of time until they assume equal
i m portancc hPre.
Altogether, its mechanical properties
make steel the strongest building material known to man. Sted is almost
perfectly isotropic-i.e., its mechanirnl
properties are equal in all directions
from a given point; and-up to certain
limits-it is elastic."'H' Therefore, it conforms closely to the theoretical laws of
applied mechanics.
Resistance to pressure

Fig. 5: By means of microphotography
steel makers can look inside the material, learning not only why it acts in
a given way but how to modify its
action in desired directions.

For a given weight, the area of the
column is a function of the resistance to
pressure of the material. The potential
height of a steel structure is practically
unlimited as far as the resistance to
pressure of the material is concernedthe tallest structure built is only about
Y4 of a mile high. Steel, of all commonly used building materials, requires
the least column area with consequent
space saving and flexibility in floor plan
I Fig. 6).
Nature does not allow a complete use
of its strength because when the relation between height and area goes over
a certain limit, lateral bending becomes
the limiting factor, and lateral supports
become necessary. In materials other
than steel, the architect is seldom conscious of this limitation, because the
aforesaid relation cannot reach such
high values.
Resistance to tension

In theory, the most efficient structure
Fig. 6: As a result of advances in
chemistry and metallurgy, the properties of steel are being extended and
control of them is increasingly precise.
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*Addition to steel of one or more elements for
the purpose of modifying its properties yields what
is called an alloy steel.
**Actually, microscopic examination of all structural
materials reveals that qualities such as isotropy or
homogeneity are only relative, not absolute.

is represented by a cable under pure tension. The tensile strength of steel i,.
extremely high. (Fig. 6). In this country, the tensile properties of steel have
been most brilliantly exploited in suspension bridges.
Resistance to bending

Bending is produced by compression
and tension stresses within the same element. Bending in horizontal elements
is the simplest way to absorb a set of
vertical forces, while bending in vertical elements will absorb horizontal
forces without the help of tension members. Tensile and compressive strength
of steel have the same value. Steel 1s
therefore an ideal bt>nding material.
Plastic stresses

Every ar!'hitect knows that it is safe
to stress the material up to a certain
fraction of its elastic limit, but recent
studies have indicated that stresses
above this limit-the so-called plastic
stresses-will be absorbed by a steel
structure if they are confined to small
zones, as there is a natural tendencv in
the material to redistribute its str~sses
in order to limit the maximum strain.
Along these lines the new theory of plastic stresses is being developed; new and
daring structures of steel are promised
by further developments of this theory.
Transmission of heat and sound, corrosion

Steel of common structural types possesses three characteristics that frequently require special recognition by the
designer who is to make fullest use of
this material. Steel is a good conductor
of heat and is damaged by prolonged
high temperatures; this requires that
steel structural systems he fireproofed
I where fire hazards exist J.
It is a
good conductor of sound; this requires
that (where transmission of sound is
undesirable) it be insulated. It is subject to corrosion; this requires that it
he protected from the elements.
The new "stainless" steel allovs are
almost completely noncorrosive ~nd of
very great strength. The chances are
that their really wide-spread structural
use awaits the adoption by architects of
the new lightweight structural systems
-tension and thin-shell structures. In
this field, designers in other fields of
industry are setting a pace that the
building designer cannot long ignore.
ISec pp. 79, 80.)
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STEEL: Neatly packaged, easily joined, naturally adapted to structural continuity
Generall y kn own , and yet gener ally
underestim ated in importance, i the fact
th at teel, mor e than any other material. is already produced in sta ndardized fo r ms (or "shape ") which correspond clo ely to the elementar y theoreti cal hape required for ab orbing
all type of load rFio-. 7).
Present forms of steel

Fig. 7: Alrea dy highly standardized in
form, steel has the further advantage
that almost any design is "standard"
in the sense that it can be shop fab ricated with relatively little added cost.
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Fig. 8: Whether the connection be
hinged (left) or rigid (right), steel as a
material is well-adapted to either, with
a practical monopoly on the former.

A theoretical ection needed t o aborb tension stre ses is the full circle;
steel cables most closely approximate
such a section. To absorb compression
tresses, h ollow circular or r ectangular
section are m o t effi cient ; standard
steel pipe an d columns and standard
structziral shapes meet such demands.
Bending stresses r equire sections wi th
ar eas widely separated from their center of gravi t ; this theoretical requirement is met in the stan dard steel I-b eam.
Combinations of these elementar y secti ons give birth Lo man y structural units
of complex character- trusses, hinged
arche , rigid fram e , elc. ; current steel
forms can meet every such requirement.
Wh en the fi eld of tre
i two-dimensional, a in some of the most advanced engineering, Oat or cur ved,
smoo th or corru gated heets are used as
elementar y for m ; steel sheets an d plates
already are or can be fabricated to meet
any such condition. (The corrugated
steel sheet-o nce regarded as a cheap
and temporary surfacing material- is
rapidly achieving structural significance
as it appears in an increa ing var iety
of roof- and noor -decks.
ctu ally an
exercise in " foldin g", the trend towards
corrugation ha beco me practicable only
with the sprea d of weldin g and promises
aLn ost any de ired rati o between light
weight and high ri gidity.) Wh ere webs
are r equired- as in th e r einforcing of
other m aterials- steel is already available in a wide variety of meshes, laths,
webs, and rods.
"A wall is no better than its joints"

P articular attention in the building
field i nowaday centered on the joint ;
alway the weakest p oint in ma n's contructi on '", it i now being studied m or e
*" . . . natu re builds by cell division w ith the

Fig. 9: Photoelasticity studies showing
stress concentration at ordinary and at
ideal fillets. Such developments as this
accelerate the trend towards continuity.
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aim on con tinu ity: man can only b u ild b y joini ng
pa r ts together in to a un iq ue struct ure wi t h o u t
co n ti nui ty.
N evertheless 1 man- made joinin gs a re
ultimately controlled not by man bu t by nat ure .
T he process of disru ption through nat ur al forces
becomes imminent from the very mo ment of joining pa rts. B uil ding design m ust, tQerefore, a im
at t h e red uction o f joints, ma k ing fo r high er r es istan ce. higher rigiclity, easier main tenance, lower
costs."- '' O n Correalism and Biotechnique" b y
F r ederick J. K ieslcr ( A R 9 39. po. 60 -7 5 ) .

accurately a nd more closely th an e er
before. T wo main fac tors ar e r e ponsible : (1) the fact that the element always attack the joint fir t. and (2). even
more importa nt, th e rapidly de elopin okn owl dge of the advantage of continuity in structural design. H ere tee!
structure have m arked advantages because oI th e ver y character of the materi al.
In nonma onry co n tructi on. there
are two ways of j oining tru ctural
elements : rigid and hinged conn ections.
R igid connections tran mit both
forces and bending mome,nts. This complete tran mi sion of r ea tion allows a
full co-operation between the connected
element . When a beam is rigidly connected to a column , a hare of it bending is absorbed by the column.
Hinges ar e a connection between two
elements which permit transmi ion of
forces but not of bending moment . A
beam hinged to a column will not tra n ·
mit its bendin g to the column, which
will ther efore be under simple pre sure.
Both kinds of connections can be effi cientl executed with teel (Fig. 8). In deed, th e rigid junction- up to da te the
most important in the building fi eldis char acteri tic of teel beams and has
the gr eat advantage of crea tin g a continuity of elements which r eacts fa vor ably to all kind of external fo rce .
Welding vs. riveting

Th e r elati ve merits of ri veting v .
weldin g for ri gid connecti ons has been
discu ed at length during the la t 20
year , but the current trend i toward
more and m ore welding (AR 12/ 38,
pp. 61-71 ). This is partl y due to a better kn owledge of the th eor y of continuou tructure , partly to both techni cal
and conomi c improvements in factor y
and fi eld welding. Alth ough each method h a it advantage (and suppo rter ) ,
pre ent technical opini on in the buildin g
field has as yet arri ved at no generally
acceptable ba i fo r comparative ra ting
of the two methods. Thu , the indi vi dual ar chitect- fa ced with the ta k of designing a steel structure today--can
only check both method fo r uch factors a : rigidity (continuity) ; tructural safety; speed of er ecti on ; economy
of ma teri al ; eco nomy of labor ; facility
of execution ; effi cient utilizati on of material ; weath erproofn e of joint : alvageability.
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STEEL : Its versatility keeps it abreast of advance
More than ever in th e past, the trend
in architecture is towaras continuity in
structme. This trend is being buttressed
by a rapidly incr easin g knowledge of h ow
indi vidu al structural members and entire
structural systems behave under all types
of load factor s. Photoelas ticity studies indicate that stress concentrations are higher
in the rectilinear connection than in the
r ounded one. Thu , the lar ger (or "easier") the radius of the curve, the mor e efficient the connecti on appears to be (Fig.
9) . What is true of the individual structu ral member , is true of larger structu ral
units - hence the trend towards " tree
fo rm" framin g, ri gid fra mes, tr ussed and
hinged ar ches, etc. ( ote ph otos at left )
Curiously eno ug h, this general " trend
towards the curve" in structural design
(for r easons of gr eater mechanical effi ciency) is paralleled b y a similar trend in
plan (for altogether differ ent r ea on ) . Although the great majority of current architecture is still " r ectilinear" in plan, growing r ecognition of the importance of easy
circulation and accurate control of light,
sound, and a tmospher e is having a marked
effect on the plan . This is most apparent in nonresidential co nstruction (theaters, stores, factories), where need for a
pr ecise control of one or an other of these
phenomena overrules prejudice in favor of
the ri ght angle.

in

structural design

Current practice in the use of steel for
structural member closely parallels-if,
indeed, it does not actually set the pace for
- the trend towards structural continuity."
The characteristics of the m a terial itself
(p. 74 ) make it initially suitable, and the
introduction of welding greatl y exten ds the
area in which steel can be thus used.
The above, h owever , i a central, but
not the only, gener alization necessary co ncerning trends in steel design today. Steel
today cover the entire spectru m of the
structural pro blem from ( 1 ) concentrati on of huge loads in a relatively few huge
members to ( 2 ) di spersion of loads over
a wide area in a m ultiplicity of r ela tively
light member to ( 3) stressed skin or th inshell constructions, where surfacing and
frame become (to all inten ts and p ur poses) a single thin tructural element.
Except for designs specifically based upon
use of a given material- e.g., true arches
of masonry, mo noli thic slabs of reinforced
co ncrete-there is scarcely a single structural member, element, or system which
cannot be efficiently fab ricated in steel ;
and man y of them can he reali stically fabricated with steel alon e. A brief documentation (below) lead to new concepts
of steel's extraordinary ver satility.
* Many recen t developments in the field of timber
constru cti on, for exam ple, ow e their origin to steel
construction. See " Reviva l of W ood as a Building
M a teria l" by D on T ay lor, AR 12/39 , pp. 63-72 .

MAJOR STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS ARE EASILY FABRICATED IN STEEL

1\/\1\
1. LIGHT TRUSS ES:

Steel is today fabricated in a wide variety of shapes, weights , and sizes.
Notable are the new lightweight beams , " open web" joists, steel "studs" and

d
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------~it1i
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"joists", etc., which make it adaptable to almost all types of light construction.

2, FRAM ED ST RU CJU RES: Largely identified with the skyscraper, where great height was a requirement, steel
"structural shapes" are practically standard. Out of experience with such rigid framing were evolved ••.

3. RIG I0 FRAM ES: An example of the trend towards continuity in steel. Increasingly popular for long spans, the
frames have many varied shapes. Transition from rectangular frames is continuous through polygonal frames to .. •

4, ARCH ES: Of masonry origin, the arch nevertheless can be efficiently executed 1n steel with either open web
(trussed arch} or solid web.

5. HINGED ARCHES:

Dangerous stresses, due to temperature and foundation movements, can be overcome by
means of the hinged arch.
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6. ARCH ED STR UC RES: Use of a series of relatively light steel arches with intermediate bracing yields what is essentially a new structural type. The trend towards welding steel roof-decking to arches further increases its stability.

7, VA Ul

TS: In the "vault" the depth of the structural members is reduced by greatly increasing their number,
effectively spreading the load. The steel "Lamella" is one of several quite different basic approaches.

8. D0MES: Another form of masonry origin practical in steel, where a combination of arches or polygonal frames in
vertical planes are used with curved or polygonal tension members in horizontal planes. Superficially similar are . . .

9. THIN SHELL STRUCTURES: A sheet of steel has no rigidity and can therefore support no weight; but if given a
certain curvature, the sheet acquires a new strength. Here is proof of the effect of shape upon material.
APRIL

1940
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10. CANTILEVERS:

Although widely used in architecture (as in the California school at left), their potentials are
most often indicated in bridge design (right).
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11. SUS PENS I0N STRUCTURES

have been only tentatively suggested in architecture. The Transportation Building
(right above) employed steel in tension at Chicago 's 1933 Fair. But American architects have been slow to realize ...

12·. The

mere existence of such bridges as above establishes the feasibility of entirely new types of steel structures.
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13.

The radio towers prove in fact what Nelson's design for the proposed Paris Museum of Discovery can only indicate
in principle-that steel adds new dimensions to the field of structural design which architects might well investigate.
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ARCHITECTURE ON PARADE

IN NEW YORK

•

•

•

•

•

AND IN SALT LAKE

Among ways and means for bettering relations between architects and their public, exhibitions take high-ranking honors
for general effectiveness. Backed by local publicity, dramatically presented exhibits of architectural abilities have
proved forceful and relatively inexpensive as a method of stimulating interest not only in architectural design but
in such related matters as regional planning, civic rehabilitation, slum clearance, and housing. The housing exhibit
shown last year in New York's Museum of Modern Art-for which the USHA was co-sponsor-was so well-attended
(about 150,000) that it is now making the rounds of some 12 other cities. And delegates to the AIA convention
last September recall the success of the Washington Chapter's graphic commentary on city planning needs (see AR
12/ 39, pp. 56-62). That also is being circulated by the American Federation of Arts.
More recent are two exhibitions, which , though far apart geographically, contain elements in common that are
proving effective as points on a trend-line to better public relations. Each was the product of professional initiative;
each was staged with a keen sense of showmanship for a lay public critical of display technique through contact with two
World's Fairs; each threw the graphic spotlight on "modern"; and each was supported by a well-directed press campaign.

IN NEW YORK CITY on March 5th the Architectural League
opened an exhibit, mainly of architectural photographs, with
the title of "Versus." Staged by two League committees
headed by Hugh Ferriss and presented with the avowed
intention of contrasting works of " traditionalists" and "modernist ," the sh ow was h eld on two fl oors of the League
building. Photographs of building wi th a cla sical character decorously lin ed the first-floor walls. But above, the
League's gallery had been made into an eye-ca tching labyrinth
in which modern materials, signs, models, special lighting
arrangemen ts, and strikingly arranged photographs displayed
results of the modernist ' philosophy.
This show, in con trast to the U tah exhibit, had no particular educational mission to perform, according to its
creator . But it was shrewdly geared to stimulate controversy- professional and otherwise. Con troversy makes good
copy; and the League show h as been th e subject of many
news reports and special articles.

A PRIL

19 4 0

IN SALT LAKE CITY the
tah Chapter, AIA, of which Lloyd
McClenahan is president, presented the second of a six-show
program at the U tah State Art Cen ter. Planned to emphasize the part that architects play in providing facilities
for modern living, the exhibit (constructed by the Art
Center staff ) stressed the progressive development of "The
Modern House" to meet requirements of con temporary family
life. Durin g its three weeks' (Jan. 17 Lo Feb. 7 ) run, the sh ow
was the s ubj ect of numerous newspaper features, and three
radio programs. Lectures regarding its vario us aspect were
given before local clubs; and it was toured by chool and
club gro ups in addition to almost 6,000 in terested individuals.
ranging from those in the low-income group to successful
business men. Results of this program point to a possibility
that the exhibit may be sh own in other Utah cities; and at ·
least one other direct result was a considerable demand for
house plans and more information on bui ldin g problems
from the " lay publi c" wh o viewed it.
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EAST

''VERSUS '' . . , Exhibitio:i

o f classical and mod -

ern design sponsored by the Architectural Leagu e
of New York

as a means of providing the public
with a quick and eas y contrast between two
schools of architectural design , this exhibit developed into a visual fanfare on behalf of
" modernism."
howmanship was largely responsible. " Traditional" work- including uch
buildings as the Boston Public Library, the Lincoln Memorial, and Lowell House at Harvard
University-was framed and hung on the walls
of the League's first-floor dining rooms (above )
with no attempt to dramatize its pre entation. " Modern" work, in contrast, was shown
with all the tricks of contemporary display
technique. Vi itors were confron ted by lettered
panels, routed through b y panels and partitions
and attracted by means of color, light, unique
material and form. Particularly forceful was
a full-size three-dimensional room , tipped to
the vertical to give a plan view of a modern interior, complete furni hed even to the ash trays.
This room exhibit was designed and executed
by Dan Cooper. George elson designed the
second-Aoor show and Hugh Ferriss was chairman of the co mmittee in charge of the whole
exhibition.
0RIGI ATED

Se cond-floor exhibit of " modern" work included a
va riety of building types , presented mostly as photographs. Backgrounds ranged from drawing board t o
silver-painted wire lath.
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"ARCHITECTURE FOR YOUR LIVING" ...
Exhibition of modern plonnin9 sponsored by the

PlATI

Utah Chapter, AIA

mm1111

THIS DISPLAY was developed to show that,
through intelligent planning, the modern house
can most effectively provide for all the various
needs that are peculiar to modern family life.
In addition, it was part of a campaign to improve business conditions by stressing the value
of architectural services in house building activity . . . . The exhibit was arranged in two
parts. The first (from A to I in the diagram
above) analyzed basic living requirements and
by means of plan-models demonstrated how
these could be met in a modern house. The
second part (] to M) showed, in photographs
and plans, the current residential work of Salt
Lake City architects. Panels were executed by
artists and workmen of the Art Center staff,
directed by Donald B. Goodall. Plan models
were built by W. H. Shurtliff.
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Photographs of executed work-J, K-and a "book" of design sketches and working drawings, L
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WHERE ARE ARCHITECTURAL PASTURES GREENEST?
Is the CJeo9raphical distribution of architects and architects' offices out of balance
with prevailin9 opportunities?

Is the CJrass CJreener in one state than in another?

BEFORE ONE co uld confidently say that a
given state had too many architects or that
another had too few, more fac ts than are
currently available would h ave to be con·
suited. But registra tion laws in 31 of the
37 eastern states, and F. W. Dodge Corporation records on active office and
contracts awarded in all 37, provide an
interesting approach to the problem.
With these, fo r example, it is possible
to point out th at in 1939 the dollar volume
of building in Michigan was 5.8 % of the
total fo r the 37 eastern sta tes. At th e
same time, the number of acti ve offices wa
4.15% of the total. Massach usett , on the
other han d, acco unted fo r 3.43 % of total
building, and h ad 5.22 % of th e total
number of active offices. Thus, based on
the relation of active offices to building
volume, Michigan is understocked wi th
architects and Massachusetts overstocked.
Active offices alone, however, do no t
always give a complete summar y of conditions. In instan ces where possible, the
number of registered architects should be
considered . A case in point is ew Jersey.
Though its ratio of active offi ces to building volume was 5.76 to 4.42, its ra tio of
registered architects to building was 10.7
to 4.42.

t0.2.0to•0.'49

•O.IOI0•0.19

0 lo+0.09

Shown above is the geographical distribution of active architectural offices in
relation to 1939 building volume in the 37 eastern states, according to F. W.
Dodge Corporation records. Spacing of vertical lines suggests relative surplus ,
and of horizontal lines relative shortage. Distribution within states not shown .

% Tot a l
ST AT E

Do lla r Vo lum e*

Reside nt ia l
B ui ld ing *

Alabama
Arkansas
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
Lou isiana

Maryland
Michiga n
Minnesota
Mississi pp i
Nebraska
New J ersey
New York
North Carolina

1.06
0.43
2.22
0 .34
2.02
4.22
2.18
6.00
2.03
0.98
1.50
1.63
2 .90
7.05
1.8 1
0.40
0.64
4.60
18.36
1.68

.

A ll
Bu ild in g*

1.21
0.66
2.31
0 .47
2.77
3.12
2.13
6.61
2.33
1.28
1.43
1.98
2 .56
5.80
2.06
0.46
0.74
4.42
18 . I 0
2.01

% Tot a l
Reg istered
Architects

0.72
.46
2.29
0.43
1.21
3.44
1.25
7.77
1.62
0.83
0.86
I.I I
1.77
4 .34
1.99
0.52
0.32
10.70
22.94
0.97

0.90
0.48
3.04
0 .30
1.80
3.30
1.24
7.81
2.18
1.23
1.00
1.31
1.95
4 . 15
1.80
0 .57
0.83
5.76
18.17
1.60

*A ccording to 1Q39 records from F. W . D odge Cor poration reports covering the
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% Tot a l

A rc h itects
Act ive
Offi ces *

Th e map a t the left indicates concentration of active offices in relation to building
volume. Th e table below gives the exact
figures, and includes data on registra ti on
and residential building.

STATE

North Da kot a
Ohio
Oklaho ma
Pe nn sylva nia
Sou t h C aro li na
Sout h Dakota
Te nn essee
Texa s
Virg inia
W est Virg inia
W iscon sin
Rhod e Isla nd
Ka nsas

Mai ne
M assac hu setts
M isso u ri

New H am pshire
Vermo nt
37 States Total
37 easter n states.

Do ll a r Vo lu m e*

Resi den ti a l
Bu ild ing*

0.10
7.59
1.04
7.60
0.61
0. 12
1.64
5.65
2.70
0.95
1.91
0 .59
0 .83
0.13
3.44
2.79
0. 12
0 . 14
100.00

A ll
Bu il d ing *

I

0.15
7.05
0.97
7.16
0.81
0.17
1.53
5.65
2.70
1.07
1.96
0.62
1.00
0.21
3.43
2.68
0.2 1
0.18
100.00

%

To ta l Architects

Reg istered
Archi tects

0.22
6.11
0.79
6.43
0.70
0.32
0.84
3.35
0.81
0.60
2.91
0.86

}

I0.52j

Active
Offic es*

0.2 4
6.48
1.16
8.31
0.90
0.19
1.23
5.51
1.66
0.74
2.65
1.02

r,,

100.00

0.48
5.22
3.40
0.45
0.23

100.00

! Estimated for those states witho u t registration laws.
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CURRENT TRENDS OF BUILDING COSTS
Compiled by Clyde Shute, Manager, Statistical and
Dodge Corporation, from

data collected by E.

COST

INDEX

Mar.'39 Mar.'40
Residences

140
130

Frame _______

Brick ________

120

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br & Cone. ___
Br & Steel_ __

110
100
90
80
60
50

Frame ________

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel ____
'36

·37

'38

·39 JAN

85.3
88.1

85.3
95.3
95.4

88.3
96.0
96.3

79.5
87.6
97.4
96.0

83.4
90.2
98.1
96.8

Residences
Frame _______
Brick ________

120

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br & Steel ___

110
JOO
90
80

Frame ________

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone._
Br. & Steel ____
'36

·37

'38

92.6
95.2

97.0
980

94.5
97.7
97.9

98.6
101.1
101.5

92.8
95.6
98.0
98.9

98.1
98.9
101.8
104.3

Mar.'39 Mar.'40
Residences
Frame _______

11 o
100
90
80
70
60

'36

'37

'38

_

110.6
113.8

Apartments

Comm. & Fact.
frame________ 104.5 111.0
70 -- --~ Br. & Wood __ 111.1 114.0
60 __
Br. & Cone.___ 118.5 119.0
.___.__-+----'--,-~'---1--'-1-"-1_ _.___...___,__..___B_r._&_S_te_e_L_____-'1 1_19_.5--"-_11_8_.5~
36 '37 '38 '39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

50

APRIL

1940

70
60
50

115.5
124.3
120.2
120.4
112.6
128.0
123.8

114.2
Br. & Wood __ 108.3
Br. & Cone._ __ 126.8
Br. & Steel ____ 122.1
36

37

38

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
Mar.'39 Mar.'40

l---l---+----1---' --l---+----1---1---l----l

Residences

Frame ______ _

1017
Brick _______ _ 104.7

150
140
130

110
90
80

H-

---

~----

-f--+--J----+-

37

38

--

90
80
70
60

50

106.9
116.4
112.4

-4--+----1--+----l

i

Comm. & Fact. I
I
frame ________ j 101.9 104.1
Br. & Wood __ 1105.9 . 108.3
Br. & Cone. ___ 113.9 i 120.0
Br. & Steel ____ 113.2' ( 114.3

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR APR. MAY JUN.
Mar '39 Mar '40
Residences
Frame _______

-

..

'37

106.5
109.5

105.8
109.6

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel ___

109.6
114.4
112.6

109.4
115.8
113.0

108.3
Br. & Wood __ 109.l
Br. & Cone. ___ 116.l
Br. & Steel ____ 117.5

106.9
109.4
118.9
117.5

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________

:
'36

Brick ________

'38

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

DALLAS

110
100

107.7

-1

50

150
140
130
120

i 104.7

Apartments
Br & Wood __ , 104.7
Br & Cone. ___ '1112.2
Br & Steel___ 109.3

CLEVELAND

70
60

105.2
109.6

Apartments
Br. & Wood __ 110.4
Br & Cone._ __ 123.0
B.r & Steel ___ 118.2
Frame ________

I

88.8
96.9
96.4
95.9

t=t~;;~•tl=t=t=t=tj Br
__ 116.9
109.6 113.3
Br &
& Wood
Cone__
116.6
---~
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ -+----11----1--Br_&_S_te_e_L___-+-_11_4_.7-+-1_1_4.-13
90

r--.,-

90
80

84.5
95.0
96.3
95.4

Mar.'39 Mar.'40

..

120 - " - - - - - l - - + - - l 110 -'---- ---- - - - --!---+-___,___ _,_
100-=

100

llO
100
SO

···.·

130

120

150.------,--,-----r---r--r---;---,------,-~-.,..-------,-----,--~

·....

••••••

116.1
116.8

150~--,----,-~-~-~--,----,-~-~-~------,----~

92.9
94.7
95.0

_.____.--'-------L----'---'

100.

110.2
Brick ________ 111.7

CINCINNATI

90.8
95.4
95.4

140 1----+--+---+--+--+·---+----ll---+--l----l Residences
frame _______
130
Brick________

1926- 1929 equals

Comm. & Fact.

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR APR. MAY JUN.

t---l--+----+--+---

Similar cost comparisons, however,
cannot be made between different
classes of construction since the index
numbers for each class of construction
relate to a different U. S. average for
1926-1929.

Mar '39 Mar '40

~

70
60
50

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br & Cone. ___
Br & Steel ___

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone._
Br. & Steel - - -

o.136.)

90
80

90.1
92.4

BOSTON

120

100

87.1
90.2

Frame ________
t---+--+---l

l00- 9 ~
llO

110

Brick ________

Comm. & Fact.

50t--_.__...__._..,...,...~--l.-...J._--l.

A (

Frame _______

36

150,.-----,-,------,---,-,-----r---r--r---,---.--------,---.,..--~

140 t----+-+----11---+130 I----+- +----l'---+-120 1 - - - - + - - t -

be said that costs in B are approximately 14% lower than in

Residences

·39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

BIRMINGHAM

0.158. ) Conversely it may

150
140
130

140

Comm. & Fact.

70

95

~; ==

11

B (

120

Mar.'39 Mar.'40

150
140
130

Inc.

CHICAGO

FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

BALTIMORE

60
50

81.6
85.0

Comm. & Fact.

70

F. W.

U. S. average, including materials and labor, for

ATLANTA
150

Division,

both this year and last.
Cost comparisons, as percentage
differences for any particular class of
construction, are possible between localities or periods within the same city
by a simple process of dividing the
difference between the two index numbers by one of them. For example: if
index for city A is 110 and index
for city B is 95 (both indexes for
A and B must be for the same class
of construction) , then costs in A are
approximately 16% higher than m

CURVES INDICATE trend of the combined material and labor costs in the
field of residential frame construction.
The base line, 100, represents the U. S.
average for 1926-1929 for residential
frame construction.
Tabular information gives cost index numbers for the nme common
classes of construction. The base, 100,
in each of the nine classes represents
the U. S. average for 1926-1929 for
each particular group. The tables show
the index numbers for the month f©r

CONSTRUCTION

Research

H. Boeckh & Associates,

Mar ·39 Mar '40
--

Residences

-

Frame _______

·-

~

~-

98.8
98.5

Br. & Wood __ I 97.1 I 99.4
Sr & Cone. ___ I 99.7 I 100.8
Br & Steel___ 100.6 ] 102.4

-- -

~

--

I

36

96.3
96.5

Apartments

~

I

Brick ________

'37

'38

Comm. & Fact. I
frame ________ '
Br. & Wood __ '
Br. & Conc. ___ j
Br. & Steel ____ /

I

96.41 99.3
96.5
98.1
99.0
99.9
102.4 1 106.0
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DENVER

Mar.'39 Mar.'40

150
140
130
120

=--'

110
100
90
80
70
60
50

'36 '37

'38

Residences
Frame _______
Brick ________

11 l.5
110.0

112.3
113.1

Apartments
Br. & W ood __
Br. & Cone.___
Br. & Steel_ __

110.1
115.4
113.9

112.5
11 7.7
115.6

113.7
108.l
116.4
116.2

113.9
112.3
120.l
118.8

Comm. & Fact.
Frame _______

Br. & W ood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel ___

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN .

DETROIT

Ma r.'39 Mor.'40

150

Residences

140
130

Fram e _______

120
110
100
90
80
70

96.9
101.5

101.0
104.l

Apartments
Br. & Wood __ 101.7
Br. & Cone. __ _ 109.l
Br. & Steel_ __ 107.6

104.3
108.l
107.4

Brick ________

~

60
50

'36 '37

90.4
Br. & Wood __ 103.5
Br. & Cone.. __ 111.l
Br. & Steel ____ 1121
"38

Mor.'39 Mar."40

150

Residences

140
130

Fra me _______

120
110
100
90
80

101.2
105.0
109.4
110.3

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

KANSAS CITY

-

~

102.7
108.7

106.0
111.l

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ __

108.6
118.2
115.1

110.9
118.6
115.9

'38

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

LOS ANGELES
150
140
130

Mor.'39 Mar."40
Res idences

fram e _______

120
110
100
90
80
70
60

50

105.3
113.8
121.9
120.3

'36

'37

'38

Brick ________

90.9
96.7

96.9
98.4

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone.___
Br. & Steel

96.9
103.5
104.7

98.7
104.4
105.B

Comm. & Fact.
Frame _______ 95.4
Br. & Wood __ 96.3
Br. & Cone.. __ 104.5
Br. & Steel ____ 106.0

96.6
97.9
105.8
106.9

MINNEAPOLIS
150
140

Mor.'39 Mor.'40
Residences

Frame _______

130

Brick________

100.5
104.0

105.3
107.6

120
110
100

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br & Cone.___
Br & Steel_ __

103.2
113.5
110.4

106.9
114.J
11 l.8

90
80

Comm . & Fact.
101.0
102.9
11 7. l
114.3

106.6
104.7
118.2
115.3

Fram e ________

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ __

70

60
50

'36

'37

'38

NEW ORLEANS
150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70

Brick ________
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel __

~

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone.. __
Br. & Steel_ ___

'36 ·37

DESIGN

'38
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Frame _______

110
100
90
BO
70
60
50

'36 '37

'38

Brick ________

97.9
101.8

100.9
103.8

Apartments
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone._ __
Br. & Steel_

101.8
105.4
103.0

104.4
106.4
105.6

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ________
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone._ __
Br. & Steel ___

97.6
103.9
106.3
104.2

99.7
106.3
107.4
107.5

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

PITTSBURGH

Mor."39 Mor.'40

150
140
130

Res idences

Frame _______

113.4
117.0

113.3
116.0

Apartments
Br. & Wood __ 115.3
Br. & Cone.__ _ 117.4
Br. & Steel_ __ 114.l

115.4
117.4
114.0

Comm . & Fact.
Frame ________
Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel_ ___

113.6
116.5
119.2
115.9

Brick ________

~

110
100
80
70
60

50

'36 '37

'38

Mor."39 Mar.'40

150
140
130
110
100
90
80
70

113.6
116.2
119. l
117.2

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

ST. LOUIS
Residences

Frame _______

107.2
110.3

106.5
109.8

110.2
119.l
117.0

109.5
118.8
116.4

Frame ________ 107.6
Br. & Wood __ 110.4
Br. & Cone .. .. 120.1
Br. & Steel ____ 120.6

107.l
110.3
119.9
118.6

Brick ________

-

60
50

Apartments

Br. & Wood __
Br & Cone.. __
Br & Steel ___

--

"36 ·37

Comm . & Fact.

'38

'39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

SAN FRANCISCO

Mar.'39 Mar.'40

150
140
130
110
100
90
80

Residences
Frame ____ ___

60
50

98.7
106.6

100.2
105.8

Apartments
Br. & Wood __ 103.5
Br & Cone. __ _ 117.6
Br & Steel_ __ 114.7

105.7
118.0
115.3

Brick ________

~

Comm. & Fact.
Frame __ _____

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br. & Steel ____

70

"36 ·37

'38

87.2
88.3

95.7
95.7

89.4
93.1
96.5

96.6
98.9
101.3

110
100

85.9
90.0
92.1
95.8

95.3
96.6
97.2
100.3

90
80
70
60
50

97.l
107.l
122.3
117.7

98.7
108.l
122.7
118.1

'39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

SEATTLE
140
130
120

Comm . & Fact.
Frame ________

Mar."39 Mor.'40

150
140
130

Mor.'39 Mar.'40

150

Apartments

60
50

Mor."39 Mar.'40

Res idences

frame ___ ____

PHILADELPHIA

120

'39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

123.6
124.4

Apartments
Br. & Wood __ 121.3 123.5
Br. & Cone.___ 130.0 131.0
Br. & Steel___ 125.3 126.5
901---+-+--l---l·--+--+---l--+-+---11--- - - - - t ---t----i
Comm. & Fact.
80 l---+-+--+--1--1---+-+---l--+---I Frame _______ 124.8 127.5
70
Br. & Wood__ 118.3 119.9
60
Br. & Cone..__ 132.7 133.7
Br. & Steel____ 129.4 130.3
50 '---'---'---'---'--'---'---'---'--'--..___ _ _ __.__ __._~
"36 '37 '38 '39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

120

'39 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.

12 l.O
122.2

120
110
100

90

102.2
Br. & Wood __ 112.2
Br. & Cone. ___ 121.5
Br. & Steel_ ___ 119.5

'36 '37

Residences
140 >--+--+---f--+--+--+-__,f---+---+---< Frame_______
130
Brick________

120

Frame _______

60

50

Brick ________

Comm. & Fact.

70

Mar.'39 Mor.'40

150 ...--.-~.,...--.-~.,...---...~-r---...~...---.~...-~~~~-.-~-,-~--,

120

Comm . & Fact.

fram e _______

NEW YORK

Residences
Frame _______

Brick ____ ____

96.3
104.l

98.0
105.4

103.8
120. 1
115.9

104.7
119.6
114.9

93.9
108.3
126.4
121.5

96.0
108.9
124.8
11 7.5

Apartments

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone. ___
Br & Steel_ __

~
'36 '37

Comm. & Fact.
Frame ______

Br. & Wood __
Br. & Cone.. __
Br. & Steel_ ___
'38

'39 JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
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OCATIO AL ED CATIO i not, a
ome of the more academically-minded members of the teaching profession believe, a
trano-e and extraneous a livity that is gradually infiltrating
and diluting the educational proce . It has its ju tification
in a fundamental concept of American education. The purpose of ducation in a cl mocratic ocial organization is to
aid individual in adapting themselves to harmonious living
and to recognize and teach the mean for development of the
individual. Education must provide for adequate vocational
and profe sional training, and al o inculcate in the individual
a ease of social and moral re ponsibility to the group in
the u e of the e kills. Education hould erve not only a
a n agency for cultural reprodu tion but al o as a means for
improving the culture through a ceptance of leader hip for
the promulgation of social trend and changes. Vocational
and technical education may be considered just a e ential
and vital on the secondary level a professional training
in advanced education.
· Development of vocational education in the United tate
may be divided into three pha es. The first period, prior
to 1910, repre ent its orientation wholly within the home,
factory, and store. The econd phase, extending from 1910
to 1940, is the transition period marked by a erious con·
ideration of vocational and technical training by the chool
and including different types of experimental effort . The
Lhird pha e, into which the school is now moving, include
the probable development of em rging tendencie that have
become more apparent during the pa t few year .
From colonial times to approximately 1910, vocational
education wa con idered as primarily the responsibility of
the craft union , the home, the factory, and the ervice outlets. Children ~ho planned to nter the trades, indu try, or
commerce spent their fir t six, eight, or ten years in school
and then entered commer e or indu try a full-time apprentice . Jn the course of years they became familiar through
practice with the demand and required kills and eventually
became journe men or master in their chosen vocation .
The higher craft kills wet"e furni h cl by large groups of
immigrants who brought the very val,µahle contribution of

.,
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Modern educational standards requ,ire

NEW FACILITIES for INDUSTRIAL ARTS TRAINING
••• and those which high-ranking educators deem most important are detailed in
this study. To begin it, DR. ARTHUR B. MOEHLMAN, Editor of The Nation's
Schools, Director of The University High School at Ann Arbor, Mich., and member
of President Roosevelt's Advisory Committee on Education, sketches the back·
ground and present trend of needs and activities in industrial arts and voca·
tional education that basically affect the design of modern school plants.

Annual cos+ of Public Elementary and Secondary Education exclusive of capital outlay (each bag represents 100 m'il'1ion dollars)

(Adapted from the October 1939 ~5chool issue of the Sun.:cy Graphic, which has since been reprinted bs Fan·ar and Rinehart as ''Dcmocrac_y's Cl1allc11gc to Educatiou'')

old-country skills acquired through both apprenticeship and
schools in their native lands. Craftsmanship was of significant import; and the combination of large annual importations of industrial and commercial skills plus the simple
nineteenth century American economic organization made it
unnecessary to look beyond these two sources.
The rapid technological development of American industry
that occurred at the beginning of the twentieth century
brought with it many new problems. Farsighted industrialists and educators saw that the time was rapidly approaching
when reproduction of vocational and technical skills would
be delegated at least in part to the schools. Significant
changes in domestic and rural economy became apparent in
the nineties and had a direct influence. A significant study
of these changes was made during the administration of
President Theodore Roosevelt. One of the immediate effects
of the first world war "as to diminish the supply of skilled
craftsmen from abroad, and the American industrialists realized for the first time the extent of industrial dependence
upon the old country.
The period of experimentation received a definite stimulus
in 1917 with the enactment of the Smith-Hughes Act." Several attitudes toward vocational education developed during
this 30-Year period. The first tendency, common to most
movements, was a swing from the older plan of providing
all technical and vocational training on the job to a belief
that the school was capable of performing this task by itself
and turning out skilled craftsmen and technicians.
More thoughtful educators had come to the conclusion
bY 1930 that the work of providing vocational education on
the secondary school level was co-operative in nature. The
school was capable of performing certain tasks; but industry
and commerce were needed as supplementary aids in furnishing practical training. This change in attitude was considerably influenced by such examples as Antioch College
*Also- called "The National Vocational Education Ac::t." This provides
Federal financial aid to States for d~velopment of vocational education_ programs. Amounts vary, of course, _with the extent of programs; but m all
cases Federal allocations under this act are matched by an equal amount
appropriated by a State.
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which pioneered in combining a wholesome admixti.:re of
theory and practice under life conditions, instead of providing all of the theory first and then allowing the individual
to adjust his technical training to practice on the job.
The conception of vocational and technical training as a
co-operative venture is gradually permeating the academic
mind and may he considered as the significant emerging
trend that will he dominant in directing future practice.
Summarized briefly, this viewpoint may be conceived a~
follows: The school must provide in much larger measure
than ever before for vocational and technical training. It
will be responsible for the inculcation of an understanding
and appreciation of the economic organization of American
life; for the dissemination of vocational information concerning opportunities and outlook; for the determination of
aptitudes and the skillful guidance of indiYiduals into work
for which they are best fitted; for the breaking down of absurd attitudes toward the relative merit of "white-collar" and
"flannel-shirt" work; and for the development of basic skills
and mastery of fundamental meC'hanical and te!·hnical principles. The home, the factory, and the store will co-operate
by providing in-service apprentice training, supplementing
the school in specialized areas where institutional competence
is normally low. As both school and industry appreciate
more completely their relative fields, understanding will grow
through co-operation.
The future of vocational education is bright. In terms of
amount, the secondary school of the future will furnish at
least t\\ ice as much vocational education as it does at the
present time. Studies of President Roosevelt's Advisory Committee on Education indicated that current practices provided for not more than half of the country's need. In terms
of extent. voC'ational education will include much wider
provisions for homemaking for girls, including training in
mating, the nature and care of the home, the rearing of
children, and the transformation of the family from a patriarchal to a modern democratic ideal. In industrial centers
vocational training will provide for greater participation
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Manipulative operations of this kind are important as training for certain ty pes
of trade employment. But they form only one part of a comprehensive "indust rial arts education" program that is being increasingly accepted by progressive
educators as a means of vitalizing academic public school activities and curricula.

This is not a neighborhood grocery store but a "distributive trades laboratory"
in a Philadelphia vocational school. It indicates the extent to which
modern scholastic programs are being adapted to meet local vocational needs.

A "service industries laboratory" in a girls ' trade school. As one of many such
spaces needed for modern vocational education it suggests the complex requi rements of space and equipment which architects are being called upon to meet.
BUILD I NG
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through courses in shop and laboratory as well as in the classroom. Trades
education will carry youth through the
apprentice period in highly organized
urban centers and through the journeyman stage in smaller communities. Opportunity will be given to prepare for
service and distributive occupations in
a manner not dreamed of in the past.
In the field of commercial education,
greater emphasis will be placed upon
the training of competent stenographers,
bookkeepers, and commercial machine
operators. The excellent work in vocational agriculture in conj unction with
the farm as the practical laboratory will
continue to expand.
In larger cities the current trend
toward the specialized vocational and
technical high school may continue. In
medium and smaller-sized communities,
the organization form will probably be
that of a comprehensive high school in
which all aspects of essential vocational
choice will be possible within the school,
o that the essential classle sness of the
American sch ool may be retained. Secondary schools can no longer be considered as preparing solely for institutions of advanced learning. They must
meet the needs of the 90 % of graduates
who do not plan to continue their education, as well as continue to provide
increasingly good training for the college and university.
These secondary school buildingsfrom the standpoint of design-will be
more extensively equipped with laboratories, shops, and studios. There will
tend to be a greater diversification and
specialization within the comprehensive
school. The educational and architectu ral problem will be the development
of efficient facilities through which the
program can be carried out.
Grade placement of vocational courses
will also undergo a change. The junior
high school will be distinctly limited
Lo general vocational information and
elementary "try-out" courses, most of
which training can be given in a general
shop. The present session of Congress
will consider the George-Larrabee Bill
amending t h e Smith - Hughes a n d
George-Deen Acts so that Federal subventions for vocational education will
tart with the sixteenth instead of the
fourteenth year. Results of educational
studies and the change in economic
conditions, raising the age-level at
which jobs are available, all indicate
that vocational training will move
out of the junior into the senior
high school in grades eleven through
four teen.
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PLANNING FOR A 3-FOLD EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Efficient prol'ision, by arrhitects, of modern
facilities for vo('afional arts training involves
basi(' edurational requirements which must be
clearly defined. These, though subject to
general classifiration, may vary widely with
age groups, the social and economic characteristics of a region, and the type and extent of
local educational programs. Following are
definitions of three commonly acre11ted cate-

gories of "vorational education" which can
serve as a basis for analysis of s1iecific problems . •.. Material in following pages has
been compiled from a number of technical and
professional so11rces too n11mero11s to list completely here. Particular credit, however,
should be given to the following: G. A. McGarvey, Industrial Edur. Service, Office of
Eduration, U. S. Dept. Interior; Dr. Wm. E.

Warner, Prof. Educ., Ohio State Cniv., and
Chairman, Ohio Committee on Industrial Arts
Eduration; Elroy W. Bollinger, N. Y. State
Eduration Dept.; Lane C. Ash, Adviser, Industrial Ed11ration, De1it. o.i P11b. Ins., Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; Chas. F. Bauder,
Director of Industrial Arts, Philadelphia, Pa.;
C. l\1. l\IiIIPr, Dirertor, State Roarrl for Vocational Ed11catiun, Kansas.
.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION
with tools and materials begins at elementary school and
is progressively developed to include academic groups in intermediate, or junior
high schools (see AR 2/39). From such simple craftwork as wood- and
metalworking, courses are advanced to include a wide number of manipulatiYe
activities such as cooking, sewing, ceramics, printing, carpentry, and the operation of simple tools. The teaching objectives are to develop manual dexterity
of adaptable character; through contact with many subjects, to encourage development of latent skills and interests; and to clarify the interrelationship of
various types of operative activities with daily life-Requirements of space
and equipment vary with age groups and curricula I see AH 8/39 I. A single
space is generally recommended in which equipment can be grouped to form
an "industrial arts laboratory." However, in large schools it is often desirable
to group equipment of n.Jated tvpes in unit shops.
GENERAL FAMILIARITY

PREVOCATIONAL INSTRUCTION
in vocational subjects becomes focu,.ed more "harph in upper
grades of secondary schools. Here the curriculum is narrowed to specific fields
of activity-as, for example, the field of metalworking whil'h includes such
trades as tool-making, die-casting. and sheet-metal work. Teaching objectives
are to develop fundamental skills in a numher of basic prol'esses within one
such field; to complement this manipulative practice with instruction in related
technical subjects; and thus to provide a general knowledge of a certain field
as a basis for the specialized training required for work in a particular tradeRequirements involve unit shops, the number, size, character, and equipment
of which depend upon activity fields encompassed by curricula. Also necessary
in most cases are areas and equipment facilities for technical instruction in
such subjects as electronics, industrial chemistry, physics, and drafting. These
may include classrooms and laboratories similar to those in academic schools.
11'STRUCTION

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
in vocational schools stress operative routine rather than instruction
in theoretical subjects and cover a wide range of specialized activities. The
teaching objective is primarih to develop specific skills ad<'<jUate for employment in l'ertain trades and industries. This invokes instruction and practice
in a variety of manipulative operations; and the trend is toward maintaining
for each trade a leaching environment that reflects as much as possible the
actual practices and working ('onditions that will be encountered---Requirernents involve a variety of areas for training in the operative, distribution, or
service trades. Size, la) out, and equipment of such areas ma\· \an· widely
with trade requirements; thus provision of them should be based upon a survey
of industrial, social, and economic needs which are controlling factors peculiar
to the locality. Administration and planning laboratories are also of particular
importance in schools offering almost anv l\ P" of YOC'ational training.
CLRRICULA
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pLAN TY pEs:

1-INDUSTRIAL ARTS LABORATORIES; 2-PREVOCATIONAL SHOPS; 3-VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
1 RIES

LABORATO-

contain within a single area-

or in a closely related series of spaces
-subdivisions for teaching many allied
subjects. Laboratories are ordinarily similar to the

Newark, Ohio, Junior High

School plant, but occasionally range as
large in size as the Youngstown building,
which is part of a high school development. Experience indicates that not more
than a two-teacher laboratory (60 pupils

BU ILDIN G
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Arts and Industries
Laboratory , C e ntra l
Junior High School ,
Newark, Ohio

max.) is advisable for single laboratory

Two-story Arts and
Industries Building ,
High School, Youngstown, Ohio; M. Gilbert Miller, Architect.
William E. Warner
was consulta nt in
planning this development and t he one
above.

I D STRIAL ARTS programs place em·
phasi upon the fundamental principles
of, and relation hips between, all modern art and indu tries. Hence, several
basic types of areas con titute the laboratory. The graphic arts center contains
equipment for leaching all methods of
graphi reproduction: hand processes
(drawing, painting) ; mechanical processes (printing, blueprinting, etching,
photography, mimeographing, etc.) .
Since project planning i usually graphic, space for thi s activity, with conference table, librar y, and visual center, is
included in or adjacent to the graphic
arts area. Metals, housing and woodworlcing, electrical industries, azltomotives, domestic arts, and applied design
are typical area . each of which i similarly inclusive. In smaller laboratorie ,
such provision a a ceramics area may
erve as a demonstration of the entire
larger field of applied design.
Some areas may require segregating
behind glass partition lo avoid du t infiltration. To increase headroom, laboratories on ground floor may be dropped
two to four steps below level of re·
mainder of fl oor. Maximum glass area
at students' entrance, and corridor di play ca e with corkboard and rear access, are desirable to increase the labora tory's attractivenes .

units. Larger classes impose almost unsolvable problems of administrative personnel.
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2 PREVOCATIONAL INSTRUCTION
facilities

are

provided

in different

ways, according to the school program,
space available, and similar local considerations.

In the Springfield, Mo., Senior

High School, an industrial education building contains shops for general mechanical
training,

with

cialized

vocational

B.

ITTNER,

some provision for spe-

INC.,

study.

were

the

WILLIAM
architects.

Tim FIELD of ]lH'\ ocational instruction i;.; not cxacth defined; the term
indil'ales tho~e pro\ i~ions which span
the gap between industrial arts and
vocational sC'hools.
In some large
urban centers, suC'h facilities are induded in "general" vocational schools.
However, in the usual case, prevocational areas are included along with
terminal-course shops in vocational
schools. (See tabulation on page 100) .
Plan and structural requirements are
similar to those for vocational schools
I described on the following page) .
Springfield's Industrial Education
Building, shown herewith, is prevocational in the sense that, of approximately 14 courses offered, more than
half are treneral. For instance, both
"General Electricity" and '·Vocational
Electrical Wiring" are offered.
The distinction between "general"
and "vo<'ational" provisions In this
school IS chiefly between the light
machines used for prevocational work
and industrial tvpes for trade training. Only in one ease-woodworking
-was it neC'essary to include a special
shop for a general course. Otherwise,
the identical shop serves for both types
of instruction. The single classroom
IS used for teaching those subjects
most closeh related to shop work.
ARCHITECTURAL
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PLAN TYPES
3THE VOCATIONAl SCHOOL,

with provision for
trade training, extension, and apprentice courses,

consists principally of a number of unit shops, with
classrooms for closely related academic subjects, re·
creational facilities,

and administrative offices.

A

multistory example is the Timken Vocational School in
Canton, Ohio ; CHARLES

E. FIRESTONE, Architect.

OCA TIONAL PROGRAM
emphasize the importance
of duplicating, in the chool, industrial practices
and operations. The vocational school plant requires a separate shop for each of the subjects
taught. Depending upon local policies, the vocational chool proper may contain some provisions
for elementar , or prevocational trade training.
The same hop u ually accommodate daytime,
nighttime, or extension tudents, and apprentices.

Types of shops range from auto mechanic to floriculture, from bookkeeping to commercial food
trades. Attempt have been made to classify these
under
veral headings, which include: operative
trade ( machine operation, repetitive operations ) ;
skilled operators ( rnachi nists, etc. ) ; building
trades; service trades {refrigerator servicemen,
auto service station attendants, public ervices ) ;
garment trades; food trades; technical {medical
attendant , dental as i tan ts, etc. ) ; and others.

First floor

UPPER PART
OF STAGE

---------- - ------

Third floor

Second floor
BUILDING
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Some of these prov1s10ns have at times to be included in a general high school, as is often the
case with agricultural shops in rural schools.
The Yocational school may require several classrooms for related science and similar studies, also
display space for projects completed in such shops
as commercial art, and sales space for foods and
dressmaking shops. Classrooms are preferably close
to shops served. Display and sales space has to
be planned with consideration for public access.
Administrative offices are needed; and the modern
trend is to include libraries-even museums-readily acces~ible from shops, and reasonably complete
recreational and eating facilities, such as gymnasia,
cafeterias, auditoria, music rooms, etc.
The single-story building may
house all its activities under one roof, or may be
developed as a "campus" plan embodying several
buildings. Two- or three-story buildings, in which
grade-leYel shops are those which require entrances
for large or heavy materials, have been found desirable where land and building costs are moderatelv high. Multistory buildings (over three
floors; for in~tance, the Timken School illustrated
here) may hecorne imperative in highly developed
urban areas. Planning problems become more complex in this t1 pe of plant. For instance, for vertical
distribution of supplies and equipment, location of
shops needs study in relation to freight elevators.

Exterior, Timken Vocational School, Canton Ohio

Types of buildings.

Fifth floor

Fourth floor
ARCHITECTURAL
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TIM E-SAVER
STANDARDS

PL ANNING AND CONSTRUCTION

COAT AND PR OJECT
STORAGE

STORAG E"

MosT OF THE FUNDAMENTAL principles
of planning for both industrial arts and
technical or vocational programs are in
essence similar.
Teaching methods,
types of machines, and desirability of
achieving wholesome working conditions may vary greatly with the type of
school program; but the basic design
factors depen d more on the general
type of activity than on specific t eaching requirements. Area relationships,
safety provisions, buildin g services, and
structure may become more complicated
as shop program narrow cl own to single
subjects.

Area Relationships
Circulation of traffic is best r educed to

a mmunum. Means of accomplishin g
thi include:
1. Grouping of related shop areas.
F or both vocational and industrial arls
shops, areas which have similar fun ctions, or whose processes may supplement one another, are preferabl y
grouped : foundry, forge. and welding
shops have processes and materials in
common ; so do machine metal, sheet

B UI LD I NG
ftll.
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metal, and automotive areas; and others.
2. Distinct demarcation of aisles in
industrial arts laboratories between
points of common use, such as storage
rooms, tool rooms, and portions of the
shop used in common for several purposes. Main aisles have minimum width
of 4 ft.; feeder aisle , 2 to 3 ft.
3. Tools and supplies are preferably
di stributed at points of use in industrial
arts laboratories; may be in centralized
storage areas in vocational shops.
4. Project storage lockers are preferably di stributed throughout the shop,
so that pupils proceed to their stations,
find their work close at hand, and start
work immediately. This method eliminates disciplinary problems which arise
from conges tion in isolated proj ect storage rooms. Large projects may, however, require special storage provisions.

"Arts and Industries " laboratory in Cambridge, Ohio, High
School ; E.W. Austin , Arch itect;
Wm. E. Warner, Educational
Consultant. Note interrelation
of such areas as transportation
(automotive}, machine shop and
foundry , metals and woodwo rking, etc. Dust and noise are
e liminated from library, fini shing room , graphic arts a nd
drawing rooms by soundproof
stee l and glass pa rt itio ns.

cubicles, in libraries, or glass-partitioned
instructor's office in the shop.
Clothing storage for outer clothing is
best separated from industrial arts
shops. Some schools have locker rooms;
others use corridor lockers. Storage for
uniforms may be included in industrial
arts laboratories ; in vocational schools,
separate rooms are often used.
Materials storage rooms should have
racks and shelving dimensioned for orderly, safe storage of lumber, sheet
metal, steel, paper, hardware, etc. Machin es used for trimming stock roughly
to size may be located permanently in
the store room to eliminate handling
hazards in the shop.
Exhibit cases are desirable in shops and
in central locations: e.g., main corridors.

Auxiliary Areas

Safety Provisions

Project planni ng in most industrial arts
shop is carri ed on in the drafting area.
In man y vocational schools and some
industrial arts laboratories, space is
provided in centrall y located planning

1. Entire area should be visible from
an y portion of the shop. 2. Equipment
has to be laid out to eliminate hazards.
3. Service facilities ought to be of types
and in locations which reduce accident
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Industrial Arts
Composite
Laboratory

Pupils per instructor .. .

25 to 30

DESIGN

Vocational or
Trade School
Unit Shop

I0

to 2

Number of instructors .. .
Square feet per pupil.

40 to 75

Proportions (width to length} .

1:1 to I :2

30*

Utilities ...... .

Variable
48 to 175*
I: I to I :2

11 to I 3 ft.

Minimum ceiling height.

to

FINISHES

12 to I 6 ft.
4

Offices
See note j

Corridors, stairs

!

)

',

Lavatories, lockers

I

Heating, ventilating.

2
20
10

l

Miscellaneous

Interior finish*
Floors
Wallo ...
Acoustic treatment

Dust and refuse collection

AND

SERVICES

.. Walls above wainscot, and ceilings; minimum absorption, 35%; 50-75% preferred; easily mai·ntained materials

Colors ...

.. Underfloor or overhead systems desirable
where process demands

*See accompanying text; also table on p. 100.
7Not included for industrial arts shops unless independent buildings; area5
listed are sq. ft. per pupil in total enrollment.

welding, mechanical drawing (industrial
arts or vocational), can take as many
students as there are pupil stations.

Shop Sizes

Administration. Number of pupils per
class is given in the accompanying table.
In the case of urban vocational schools,
where square footage is expensive, some
have top limits of 30 pupils per instructor; others advocate 10 to 24, depending 011 the subject and the level of
instruction (elementary or advanced .1 •
Long, narrow rooms, or shops with Lor U-shaped plans, hidden alcoves, etc.,
increase difficulty of supervision.
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... Dull finish to avoid reflected glare; 60
to 85% light reflectivity on walls; 85'/10
on ceilings; possibly warm colors for
north exposures, cool colors for south

Washing facilities are preferably in or close to the laboratory or shop
area; one washing station per 8 to 10 pupils; toilets in same ratio.
:j:Tile, terra cotta, glazed brick recommended by many authorities.

hazards and possibility of tampering
with fuse:". etc. Pow er panels are preferablv in planning centers or offices.

Activity requirements. Industrial a r t s
laboratory-shops can accommodate only
~ to o/i as many students per class as
there are pupil stations in the shop because each student may use equipment
for several industrial processes during
a single class period. "Unit shops," or
shops for a single subject, as printing,

....... Natural: window sills above bench height
(32 to 40 in.)
*Electric: 15 to 20 footcandles at work
plane generally; 30 to 50 footcandles
for special areas; localized fixtures up to
200 footcandles for presses, saws, lathes,
etc.; avoid glare and shadows; maximum
diffusion desirable

... Hardwood generally, non-slippery*
.. 5-ft. wainscot, easily cleaned; matt glaze
to avoid specular reflection\

There is a pronounl'ed trend toward
designing t'hops (hoth vocational and
industrial arts I independently of arbitrary "classroom" t'ize restrictions. Ad,·an~ed criteria are based on requirements of the activity housed, and on
needs for administration and superv1s10n. Methods of obtaining increased
width include: absorbing corridor within the shop; placing shop across end of
corridor; placing windows on two sides
(preferably adjacent) of shops; placing
shop in wing opening to side of corridor, similar to auditorium wings.

...... Conditioned air preferred; 6 to 71f2
changes per hr.; heat sources should not
interfere wiclh teaching space {unit heaters, recessed radiators); 65° F., 30 to
60')~ relative humidity

2
Lighting.

FINISHES

SERVICES

......... "Foolproof" systems; guard against accidents; underfloor systems recommended
in some states; flexibility important; local
controls on m,achines; wall outlets 10 ft.
o.c., 3 ft. above floor; flush floor outlets
6 to 8 ft. o.c.; circuit-breaker distribution panels

Other areas, sq. ft. per pupil:
Heating plant

AND

Structure
Number of floors in buildings devoted
principally to shops varies with total
floor area, lot size, and land values.
More than three stories are ordinarilv
undesirable; if factory conditions are
to be closely approximated, one floor.
possibly two, is better; but urban land
values may make multistory structures
necessary. Locating first floor at ground
level facilitates deliveries, use of automotive shops, etc. Industrial arts shops
are preferably on ground floor.

Li9ht. Many state codes call for glass
area equal to 16 to 207o of floor area.
It is preferable to have windows on
at least two sides of shops. These may
be supplemented by roof monitors.
However, where State regulations permit, reliance is increasingly being placed
on artificial sources for the constant
high-level light usually required.
Construction methods and materials of
many types are used. Prime considerations are fire-safety, flexibility of space
enclosed, and. in smaller structures, possibility of future expansion. In one- or
two-story trade schools, factory-type
construction is often used. Interior partitions are preferably of easily salvageable, sound-resistant materials such as
sound-proofed steel partitions. Floors
for most shops are hard wood-maple
strip flooring, keyed blocks, or paraffined
end-grain blocks. Strip flooring is preferable where minute articles are handled, such as slugs of type in print
shops.
Hot metal processes require
earth, sand, or rough concrete floors.
Automotive areas usualh have surfacetreated concrete floors.
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TIME-SAVER
STANDARDS

PROVISIONS FOR EQUIPMENT
CIRCUL AR SAW
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PLENTY OF ROOM
(AT LEAST 6°- o')
ALL AROUND
THIS AREA

+
HAVE NOTHING
IN LIN E OF SAW
TRAV EL

Built-in provisions for electrical work in
South Vocational High School , Pittsburgh , Pa ., include two types of
boot hs, underfloor power service , a
pa rtl y b uilt house .

LJ

j

WORK

IND IVIDUAL
LAMP ATTACH MENT
LHERNEo

~t6:EE i~ 1 ~~i~'~""' ~""1~:I:·~;~~~~~""
~l~~~l~Eiio~N

+

WIDE AISLE IS ALLOWABLE
ON THIS SIDE (ABOUT s'-oi

MAY BE PLACED WHERE LIGHT IS POOR
IF EQUIPPED WITH LOCAL LIGHT

~~s~~RE
WOOD TURNING LATHE

DRILL PRE SS

WINDOWS

5'-4"o.c.
HEAD
STOCK
INDIVIDUAL
LAMP ATTACHM'T
WIDE AISLE (ABOUT s'-o")
IS ALLOWABLE ON THIS SIDE

Ove rhead services , welding shop , South
Vocationa l Hi gh School.

Auto shop, H igh School, Adrian, Mich.,
Warren S. Holmes Co. , Architects.
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SCALE FOR AL L DE TAILS 7.."=l'- 0'
+

INDICATES POSITION OF OPERATOR

Typical lighting , space , and safety requireme nts for woodworking machines
Flexibility. As processes and equipment
change in industry generally, changes
in type and location of shop equipment
used for teaching are to be expected.
Hence, it follows that individually
powered machines are ordinarily preferable to multiple drives. This means
to the architect that numerous power
outlets of comparatively small capacity
are imperative. The same is true of
gas, water, and compressed-air outlets.
Floors must be designed for uniform
loads to permit relocating equipment.

located near the center of operation, and
ample clearances are necessary. Equipment must not interfere with opening of doors. Machines placed on columns or pipes may transmit undesirable
noise to other portions of the building.
Heavy machine foundations may require
sound-isolation. Safety requirements include provision of: first-aid cabinets and
6.re extinguishers; grounding of power
machines; painted safety zones around
dangerous machines; collectors or exhaust systems for dust, fumes, gases, etc.

Equipment locatio n is primarily an instructor's or specialist's job; certain
factors affect the architect. The most
frequen tly used equipment 1s best

Lighting. Drawings suggest method of
locating windows and lighting fixtures
with respect to machines. Footcandle
requirements are tabulated on page 100.
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Typical agricultural shop for 20-25 students, developed by the Engineering
Experiment Station, Kansas State College. Farm mechanics shop has to house
several types of work, may be separate
building or part of a rural school.
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3. Proor press

4. Galley cab.

5. Imposing table
6. Binding table
7. Pressr'm cab.
e. 12"xl8" press
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I0. Paper cutter
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13. Staple binder
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16. Bookcase
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Automotive shops developed by Pennsylvania Dept. Public Instruction have one car work-station, 1,000 sq. ft., per five pupils.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL SHOPS
Floor area
Subject

"Printing shop, New Britain, Conn.,
Trade School; Warren S. Holmes
Co., Architects.

~

Vocational metals shop, Adrian,
Mich., High School; also designed
by Warren S. Holmes Co.

Vocational shop requirements outlined in the acco mpanying table
are based pri ncipally upon r esearch by Elroy W . Bollinger,
Supervisor, Vocational Division,
New York State Dept. of Educa·
ti on. Additional data have been
obtain ed from various educational
authorities. Much of the information is abstracled from the manuscript of a forthcoming book on
shop planning, by Mr. Bollin ger
and Dr. William. E. Warner.
It should be r emembered, in
using the tabulated data, that the
figures given are subject to modification depending on local conditions-school program, lan d
costs, appropri ation available. etc.
BUILDING
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per stud ent
(sq. ft. )

Stud ent s per

lavatory unit

Agriculture-shop
..... .. .. .
- laboratory
Airplane engine mech ..
Airplane mechanics
Arc welding
Architectural drawing
Armature winding . . .... .... . .
Art metal & jewelry .. .
Auto chassis shop ..... . ..... .
Auto electric shop ...... .. ... .
Auto engine shop ( & Diesel) ..
Auto repair shop (live) ...... .

55-65
25-32
75
130
60
35-40
50
40
60
40
50
130

4-8

Baking .. ..... .. ... .
Barbering ..
Battery work . ..... . . .
Beauty culture
Blueprinting ........ . . ..... . .
Bookbinding ..... . . .. . . . .
Bricklaying .. ... . ....... .
Butchering & meat merch ..

75
45
40
50
11
45
120
45

6

Cabinetmaking ... . ... . .
Carpentry
Commerc ial art .. ..... .

90
130
35

10

Dental mechanics
Dressmaking ...

40
35

16

Electrical wiring .. . .. . ... . .. .
Electroplating ... . . . . .

70
50

Foundry .. ... . .
Fur operating

4
6

8
8

15
8

15
4

10
8
4

Illumination
level

Ty pe of

(footcandles )

f!oor

20
20
20
20
10
30-50
15
30
20
20
20
20

wood, concrete, earth
wood
co ncrete
wood o r concrete
conc rete
wood, linoleum, rubber
wood
wood
conc rete
wood or concrete
co ncrete
concrete
wood
wood, linoleum, rubber
concrete
wood, linoleum, rubbe r
wood
wood
concrete
wood

20
20
15
20
20
20
15
15

wood
wood or concrete
wood, linoleum , rubber

20
15
30

wood linoleum, rubber
wood, linoleum, rubber

30
30

8

wood
concrete

15
15

75
55

8
15

earth or conc rete
wood, linoleum, rubber

20
20-30

Garment cutting, patternmaking
Garm ent ma c hine operating .
Grocery merchandising . ...

60
50
40

15
15
8

wood, linoleum, rubber
wood, linoleum, rubber
wood, linoleum, rubber

20-30
20-30
15

Laundry work
.. . ... .. .
Linotype operating ... . ..... .

60
45

8

cc ncrete
wood or concrete

Machine shop ........ . . .
Mechanical drawing ... .
Mill inery .. . . .. . ..... .
Moving picture projection .

70-80
35
35-40
40-60

16
10-15
16

Pa inting and decorating ...... .
Plastering . .. .... . .. .. . . .... .
Plumbing ...... . .. .. ....... .
Printing , general .. ...... . ... .
Printing, compos ition . . . .... . .
Printing , presswork . ... .
Printing , stonework .... . .
Printing , design & layout .. .

80
80
60-75
60
40-50
75
60
30

Radio mechanics ...... .. ... .
Refrigeration mechanics . . .

8

16
8

8

16
8

8

8

8

8
8

8
8
8
8
8

20
20

wood or concrete
wood, linoleum, concrete
wood, linoleum, conc rete
wood , linoleum, concrete

20
30-50
30
20

wood o r concrete
concrete
concrete
wood, linoleum, rubber
wood , linoleum, rubber
wood or concrete

15
10
10
20-30
30
20
30
30

16

wood, linoleum, rubber

40
50

16

wood
wood

20
20

Sheetmetal work ........ .
Shoe making and repair ...... .
Sign pa inting .. . . . .... .

60
40
45

12
8

wood or concrete
wood, linoleum, rubber
wood, linoleum, ru bbe r

20
20
20

Tailoring ............ . .... .. .

40

16

wood, linoleum, rubber

30

Watch manufactur e & re pair .
Woodworking , general

35
80

16
16

wood, linoleum, rubber
wood

30
20

8
8

Values indicate needs for fully equipped shops for comp rehensive trade training.
require about 4/ 5 the floor area listed.

Elementary shops
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CASE STUDIES

SCHOOL FOR 800 PUPILS HAS UNUSUAL SITE
The H. Fletcher Brown Vocational High School in Wilmington, Del., was built entirely
with private funds and completed in 1938. Architects MARTIN and JEFFERS were con·
fronted with an unusual location and possibla changes in the vocational program.

THE SLOP!i\G SITE overlooks the BrandY" ine River and a city park on one side,
and is hounded on the others by semibusiness districts. There had to be
adequate parking area, grade entrancPs
to several shops, and provision for
future extension of both shops and
classrooms. Also, the building had to
harmonize with its surroundings.
And, since vocational curricula might
change radically long before the building could become obsolf'te, a flexible
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plan was reqms1tt'. Removable metal
partitions rfo idc tht> various shops. To
~erve

changing

procct-'~e~-

s1Pe\'e5

arc

im,erted in the concrete slab floors at
6-ft. intt>rvals to enable nE'w conduit or
pipe to he inserted without damage to
the floor.
There are tweh·e "hops; nineteen
classrooms and laboratories; a ffY111r.
nasiurn-assemhly unit; lihran; dining
facilities; and guidanct>, administrative,
and service areas.
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The shop wing extends to the rear. Parking space, which may eventually be partly occupied by extensions of both shop and
classroom units, is screened from business buildings on the side street by planting.

DRIVEWAY

I
I
I I
I I
I

AUTOMOTIVE

a
PARKING AREA

I
I

J_J

PLANN•G

PFllNTING

k

cr:::e~ I'"I~':'

11

GAS ENGINES

(ii
i

I

I

.

L_:L__
AUDITORIUM
Sr GYM.

I

Basement above, first floor at right. Shops are wider than standard
classroom width. Site contours permit shop entrances at grade
on two floors. Vocational counselor's office {first floor) may become
corridor if southwest classrom wing is extended in the future.
BUILDING
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ff. F. BROWN VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
MARTIN and JEFFERS, Architects

EACH SHOP has individual projectstorage lockers and a tool center, with
provision for 30 pupils per class. The
plans show a separate entrance for the
gymnasium-auditorium block, which
may be used when the balance of the
school is not open.
Construction is fireproofed steel
frame with concrete floor slabs and precast roof. Exterior is red brick with
limestone trim. Classrooms have painted
plaster walls and maple block floors set
in mastic. Classroom sash are wood;
ceilings are concrete poured on wood
fiberboard and painted. Shops have
painted brick walls, painted concrete
ceilings, and strip maple floors on wood
sleepers; sash are steel. Auditoriumgymnasium has tile wall units, acoustic
ceiling, and strip maple floor. Corridors
have asphalt tile floors. (Schedule of
materials and equipment used in construction may be obtained upon written
request to the editors.)

PAINTING Bi

DECORATING
MACHINE

JELECTR~.mNl:C-i

SHOP

LAB!

F'F:...
METAL SHOP

UPPER PART
AUDITOR\ UM

6 GYM.

Second floor contains shops for which gradeentrances were not essential. There is a glassenclosed planning room centrally located in
each group of shops.
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Top, carpentry shop has silvered-bowl direct lighting fixtures; center,
sewing shop, with windows on two ends; bottom, mechanical drawing room
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HOUSE CONTAINED IN GIRLS' VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

~

BEAUTY CULTURE

_, !t~

The Middlesex County Girls' Vocational School in Woodbridge, N. J ., receives most of its students
from industrial workers' homes. ALEXANDER MERCHANT and SON, Ar chitects, used appropriate
mater ials , colors, textures, and ample clearances in designing a bui lding whic h had to compensate

for

t he

students'

restricted

home

life

as

well

as

to

provide

vocational

training.

POWER
MA CHINE

SHOP

"-"'!
SE WING

ll

DINING
ANNEX

t
CAFETERIA

40

Display case in lobby
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Beneath stage are lockers and showers; house unit at lower right
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Co cl\ TY Girls' Vocational
School prepares girls for trade, industrial, and professional life. Much
emphasis is placed on domestic problems and cultural development, since
it is felt that in many cases these are
feminine responsibilities.
Courses include: power sewmgmachine operation; trade dressmaking; commercial foods; beauty
culture; nursing attendants; and
medical secretaries. In related classes
students are instructed in working
habits; State labor laws; and science,
art, and business practice pertinent
to trade courses. There are also general courses and recreational facilities. The school is being increasingly
used by adults.
Plan has three "zones": recreational, administrative and academic,
and vocational. Overhead gates between lobby and corridor may be
drawn down to isolate auditorium
wing.
Apartment shown at lower right of
plan is in effect an independent
house, with heatin~ plant and
laundry in the basement. Dining
annex is used for public lunches and
dinners, prepared and served by
MIDDLESEX

Power machine (industrial sewing) room is said to be one of the finest in the
country, and is laid out with ample clearances.

students.

In addition, hy the use of pasteltinted walls, acoustic treatment in
noisy areas, high quality of equipment and furnishings, and ample
clearances in corridors, classrooms,
and shops, the architects have expressed to the satisfaction of local
vocational school authorities the emphasis placed upon cultural, as well
as vocational, education.
ARCHITECTURAL
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Beauty-culture shop has professional equipment; school certificates are granted
only after state license examinations are passed. Note use of Venetian blinds.
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An entire wing is laid out as a well-appointed home. Porch (photo below) is used for training in child-care. Wing has its own
heating plant and laundry in basement; girls learn the complete business of running a home, as well as how to earn wages.
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MIDDLESEX CO. GIRLS' VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

is of masonry with
steel roof framing. Basement is
mostly unexcavated. Footings are
concrete. Exterior walls are red
brick with white marble trim. Roof
is of precast gypsum carried on steel
purlins and surfaced with slate.
Metalwork is copper, with copperlined gutters.
Floors are concrete poured on
metal pans, with terrazzo finish in
corridors; tile in toilets and showers,
cafeteria, and kitchen; linoleum in
beauty-culture shop; maple in other
shops, classrooms, and auditorium.
Walls have plaster finish generally
and are painted in pastel colors,
with warm tones for rooms having
northern exposures, and cool tones
for southern exposures. Corridors
have terra-cotta wainscots; showers
and toilets have tile wainscots.
Ceilings in auditorium, corridors,
kitchen, and cafeteria are acoustic
plaster. The remaining ceilings are
hard white plaster, painted in colors
which have high light-reflecting
values.
Heat is suplied by a vacuum steam
system equipped with an oil-fired
water-tube boiler and cast-iron radiation. Unit ventilators are used.
Lighting fixtures are semidirect
luminaires, except in auditorium,
where flush-mounted ceiling fixtures
are used. (Schedule of materials and
equipment used in constructing the
building is obtainable upon written
application to the editors.)

ALEXANDER MERCHANT and SON, Arc:hitec:ts

CONSTRUCTION
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Auditorium has buff terra-cotta tile walls and trim and an acoustical plaster ceiling which is painted light blue.

Library-study hall, not yet fully equipped with books, is planned to serve also
as a museum, with exhibits demonstrating the_, __growth of American culture.
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BOILER

II

ROOM

SCHOOL MIRRORS LOCAL INDUSTRY
the distinction between two types of instruction in the
Arts

School -

new boys'

vocational

school

at

Evansville,

Indiana.
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Mechanic

THE SCHOOL at present offer s fo ur types of program: l l ) six basic
tra de courses fo r 300 selected 11th and 12th year high school
students; ( 2 ) trade extension da ytime classes; (3) trade extension
night classes; (4) apprentice classes. Girls' co urses ma y be added .
The building is the first on a 22-acre plot upon which Eva nsville
may eventually build either an academic high school which would
abso rb the present plant, or an enlarged vocational development.
Monitor-roofed fac tor y construction is used in the shop, and skeleton
s teel fra ming in the n on-shop portion. Flexibi lity to meet local
industry's ch anging demands was considered a most importa nt design
fac tor. Although it was originally planned to partition off sh ops,
better results were obtained b y p ainting lines of demarca tion on the
fl oor, and partitions wer e never installed. The classr oom block has
fl oors capable of carr ying walls at an y p oint. Steel column in thi
portion ar e on 4-ft. 4-in. centers and act as wind ow mullions. Thus,
sh op areas may be chan ged or classr oom partiti ons shifted a m ore
or less area is required fo r each ac ti vity.

.~,

;
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Architects FOWLER and LEGEMAN express on the building's exterior
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of the building is faced with
huff brick. with reddish brown terracotta trim. Corridor walls are buff
terra cotta. Floors in the academic
section are asphalt tile. Floors in the
shop area, which is hasementless, are of
concrete. poured over 3 h) 12 bv 12-in.
hollow day tile to provide insulation.
Shops have overhead blower-type unit
heaters arranged both for recirculating
air and for taking fresh air from asbestos ducts which are supplied h)
intakes on the roof. Special interlocking controls operate the steam valves,
fresh-air dampers, and recirculating
dampers autornaticalh~. Power and other
serYiC'eS are carried overhead and
dropped to machine locations. I Schedule of materials and equipment used in
ronstruction ma\ be obtained on \Hitten request lo the editors. I
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MECHANIC ARTS SCHOOL

FOWLER and LEGEMAN, Architects

At left, the general education laboratory on the second floor is divided into
library, class, and stage areas, and
offers the most modern of facilities.
The monitor-lighted assembly room, center left, is part of the shop floor. Photo
at bottom, left, shows second-floor
classroom corridor with recessed lockers,
flush ceiling lights, and sloping window
sills on which neither dust nor books
can accumulate. Lower right, display
case in first-floor corridor
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PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR TRADE TRAINING
The William R. Moore School of Technology in Memphis, Tenn., is not affiliated
with any other school, system, or educational program, or any trade organization.

WALK C. JONES - WALK C. JONES, JR. were the architects.

ABOUT THIRTY YEARS AGO, Mr. Moore, a
merchant of Memphis, left his estate to
"found an institution for the education
and training of youths in the mechanical
arts and sciences." Though insufficient
at first, the fund eventually financed a
$250,000 plant and a $1,000,000 endowment. The school is controlled by a
self-perpetuating board of trustees, and
operates on a non-profit basis.
The school accommodates about 125
day pupils, and an equal number of
employed men at night. Instruction is
given in: auto mechanics; electricity;
general machine work; sheet metal and
ornamental iron work; tool making; die
work; welding; rough and finish carpentry; cabinet work; furniture making
and upholstering; mechanical and archiARCHITECTURAL

RECORD

tectural drawing.
lated classwork.

Courses include re-

Plant and equipment were designed and
selected to duplicate modern industrial
working conditions. Teaching projects
are practical shop jobs. Each shop has
assigned to it a special classroom.
The building is a monolithic concrete
structure with rigid reinforced-concrete
bents which span the 45 ft. wide shops,
eliminating interior columns. The exterior is veneered with face brick and
trimmed with cut stone. Shops have
continuous-steel factory sash. The roof
is 20-year bonded, built-up, applied over
1-in. insulating board. Interior walls
are smooth-finished concrete; floors are
cement. The lobby has an alberene

stone floor, travertine walls, ornamental
plaster cornice, and acoustical ceiling.
Alberene stone trim is also used at the
main entrance.
Arrangement of shops eliminates the
necessity for partitions between them;
tool rooms, etc., separate the areas.
Toilets are located in mezzanines over
the tool rooms, freeing shop floors for
teaching purposes.
Approximate costs: Land, $25,000;
building, $185,000; equipment. $68,250,
of which half was expended in equipping the machine and metals shops.
Building was completed in 1939. (Schedule of materials and equipment used
in construction may be obtained upon
written application to the editors.)
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MOORE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
WALK C. JONES· WALK C. JONES, JR.

ROOF

..

DRAFTING ROOM

ROOF

Architects

Penthouse
H EATl:\G SY STE l\I l'Onsi:-;b ot a 1011 -pre,;~ure >-tPam. two-pipe 1aL·uurn s1 stt'm.
11 ith a >-teel boilL'r firPd ll\ natural gas.
The l'entral hlol'k is heatf'd \I ith l'astiron radiators. Shops and assembh
room are heated with thermostaticalh l'ontrolled unit heaters.
Light and power are distributPd from
circuit-hreaker panels. Shop fixtures are
of the diffused-direct l\ pe. mounted Hl
ft. 4 in. from the floor. and are spaced
to pro1 ide lB footl'andles at 11 orkinl!
planes diredh under fixturf's. 12 to 1.1
ft. midwa1 liPt 11 el'll unib.

Second floor

AUTCN061LE
SHOP

FINISHING

1~ CJ
ROOM

On facing page, interiors of electrical and
auto shops illustrate the long-span monolithic concrete construction, ceiling-hung unit
heaters, and suspended tracks which make
hoists available throughout all shops. Note
that services are distributed through floor
trenches. Below 1s shown the penthouse
drafting room and, at right, the physics
laboratory.
Plans at right show how student circulation
between shops and classes is confined to a
single corridor and stair. Tool cribs with
washrooms above serve to separate shops,
eliminating many partitions.
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SHEET METALS

CARPENTRY SHOP

ASSEMBLY

TERRACE

MACHINE SHOP
ELECTRIC SHOP

First floor
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VOCATIONAL SHOPS IN A RURAL HIGH SCHOOL

CL ASS
ART 8

Architect GILBERT A. JOHNSON designed the Oregon Community High School, in Ogle
County, Illinois -

a rural community with some industrial and commercial interests.
CLASS

I

CLAS5

·"-·I

UPPER PAR T OF S TAGE
8. AUDI TORIU M

I

Second floor

CLASS

BOOK ·
KE EPING

i~
SEWING

MANUAL ART S
8 FARM
MECHANICS

u~

LIBRARY

a

~ "~""'

BOY~
$
·

GY MNASIUM 8

AUDITORIU M

I

SOYS'
•
LOCK ER S

I

Ill

µ

r:
PHYSICS 6
CHE MIST RY

Top, manual arts and farm mechanics shop; below, science and agricultural laboratory

-n co~rMERCIAL rooms a(;commodate from 16 to 24 pupils each;
classroom accommodate 30 pupils each. The library-study hall has eats
for 96 pupil , plu 4 conference tables which eat 4 each. Adjoining the
agrirulture laboratory is a greenhouse with seed bed and aq uarium.
Construction i of teel frame, with concrete fl oor poured over steel
pans. Exterior i of face brick trimmed with stone. The roof i surfaced with built-up bonded roofing. Interior partitions are hollow
gypsum or clay tile, with concrete block used in the manual arts and
farm mech anic hop. Ceiling are plastered. Floors are a phalt tile m
corridor . commercial and cience shops, and cla rooms; concrete m
toilets, locker . and manual-farm mechanics shop; maple unit block m
gymnasium. Lighting fi xtures are semidirect luminaire . ( chedule of
materials and eq uipm ent may be obtain ed on written reque t. )
HOP

A
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Concrete opens interesting possibilities in the
way of surfaces, textures, treatment of detail.
Right there is the tip-off on an advantage unique
with concrete-design flexibility. In addition, firesafety, long life and low maintenance are inherent
in this enduring material. And concrete effects
substantial savings by permitting walls to be cast
integrally with frame and floors.
"The NEW Beauty in Walls of Architectural ConAPRIL

crete" (free in the U. S. and Canada), illustrates
typical concrete surface textures, interesting details
and complete buildings. Write for your copy today.
e The Lenox School for Boys at Lenox, Mass., is of reinforced concrete
construction throughout. McKim, Mead & White of New York were
the architects; Peasley & Wheeler of Hampden, Mass., the contractors.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 4-8, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.

A national organization to improve ancl extencl the uses of concrete , •• through sriientific research ancl engineering fielcl work.
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to the profession within its district,
and, particularly, to allocate the work
pertaining to the various Chapters and
the State Association members within
the district.
Under the new plan, regional directors would first be nominated by
representatives of Institute Chapters
on the regional council. Individual
members of the Institute in the district
would vote on these nominees by mail
ballot, choosing the one to be nomi-

-

page 12)

(Continued from

nated for the directorship on the floor
of the convention of the Institute by
the Secretary of the Institute, for election by the convention.
The State Association members within each regional district would elect
a regional coordinator to coordinate
and direct the work of the State Association members in the district, to keep
records, and to promote the organization of State Association members in
every State within the district where

Save Space and Water
Improve Sanitation and Health

From Moine to California, Washington to Florida
- small schools and large are equipped with
Bradley sanitary, modern, group washing fixtures •.• Each
circular 54-inch diameter Bradley Washfountain serves 10
students simultaneously, yet requires but three piping connections. Individual wash basins of equal capacity need 30
connections ••• Washfountains save 25% in floor space703 in water consumption-are convenient, accessible, time·
saving. Each user washes in clean, running water,-cleanli·

ness is encouraged, school health improved.
Let us mail you our complete catalog to assist you in
modernizing,-or planning washrooms for new schools •••

BRADLEY WASHFOUNTAIN CO., 2227 W. Michigan St.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

IB IRA\ ID ILIE

'y

WASH FOUNTAINS

Another Bradley product, the "5-in-a-Group"
Shower. Self-contained, sanitary, safe. One
set of piping connections serve all

5 stalls.

such a membership does not exist.
Annual regional conferences would
be held by State Association members
in each regional district of the Institute, and an annual national conference of all State Association members
would be called immediately prior to
and in conjunction with the annual
convention of the Institute. The State
Association director of the Institute,
an office now held by Leigh Hunt of
Milwaukee, Wis., would be nominated
at this national conference and the
nomination offered on the floor of the
Institute convention by a qualified
State delegate, for election by the convention.
Regional coordinators are also to
hold a national conference, preceding
the meeting of State Association members at the lnstitute's annual convention. The State Association director of
the Institute would preside, and reports of the regional coordinators
would be presented.
District conferences of regional coordinators and state delegates are
provided for, subsequent to the annual meetings of the State Association
members, in the regional district at
which they elect their state delegates
to the Institute convention, and prior
to the national conference. At these
district conferences the regional coordinators would read their annual reports before submitting them to the
State Association Director of the Institute and the national conference.
Details of the unification plan were
worked out by a joint committee composed of Mr. Ditchy, Mr. Ingham, and
Gordon B. Kaufmann of Los Angeles,
representing the lnstitute's Board of
Directors; and Mr. Fletcher, Thomas
Pym Cope of Philadelphia, and Matthew W. Del Gaudio of New York,
representing the committee on state
organization.
Members of the lnstitute's committee on state organization in addition
to Mr. Fletcher are: Mr. Del Gaudio
vice-chairman; Kenneth C. Blcu:k of
Lansing, Mich.; Mr. Cope; Sylvanus
B. Marston of Pasadena, Calif.; Victor A. Matteson of Chicago; Floyd A.
Naramore of Seattle, Wash.; Ivan H.
Smith of Jacksonville, Fla.; f ohn T.
Whitmore of Boston.
The unification program is the culmination of a three-year study of the
relations of the Institute and State Associations of architects.
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BANKERS CLUB OF AMERICA, New York, N. Y.

Here, Permacoustic with sanded joints was used. When
desired, beveled joints may also be sperified. Both types
provide the same high sound-absorbing efficiency.

and rotproof, seldom requires maintenance.
noise-control treatments with an attrac- Treatments remain an asset to the room as
tive material that's priced for modest budgets long as the building stands.
· · · J-M Perm acoustic.
You'll find Permacoustic, or one of the many
Recently developed by the J-M laboratories, other materials in the complete J-l\1 line, ideal
Permacoustic's attractive stone-like tex- Me..../..eJ. <>/ for every client's needs. For details, see
ture adds beauty and dignity not found in -~ Sweet's Catalog or write for brochure
mo~t soun~-control materials .. B~cause it is \~~ / AC-26A. Johns-l\lanville, 22 East 4oth
entirely mineral, Permacoust1c 1s fireproof "•.,...... .-·· Street, New York, N. Y.

N

O\Y you can specify permanent, efficient

~~ JOHNS-MANVILLE
APRIL

A COMPLETE LINE OF ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS
Permacoustic
Sanacoustic
Transite Acoustical Units
Spongecoustic
Fibracoustic
Airacoustic Sheets
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ing a partial vacuum at this point. The
vacuum in turn draws water from the
well through the Venturi tube, creating
pres ure sufficient to force the water up
the suction pipe to a point where the
centrifugal impeller can pick it up for
delivery to the pressure tank. Crane
Co. , 836 outh Michigan Ave. , Chicago.

Simplified Winter Air Conditioner
THE NEW LX Coal-Fired Winter Air
Conditioner is a manually operated unit

How will they clean the floors, the walls,
erasers and boiler tubes in your new school?
Can you picture any other method as flexible, thorough, easy to use and as low in
cost in the long run as the Spencer Vacuum
Cleaning illustrated here 7 The great majority of educators and architects would
say, "No-there is no better way."

for homes of medium cost. Elimination
of automatic firing equipment reduces
both original and operating cost . Yet
the unit serves the functions of more
co tly winter conditioners- heating, circulation, humidification, and filtration.
It is available in three sizes for small,
medium-sized, and large homes and is
capable of producing a maximum of
126,000 Btu's per hour at the bonnet.
In summer, the blower may be used for
air circulation. The unit is assemble<l in
a cabinet with blue Hammerloid steel
finish. The blower motor and drive assemb ly have an adjustable speed pulley

.....

HARTFORD

THE "soLus" OIL and gasoline separator
for use in garages, engine room , drycleaning establishments, etc. , can be embedded directly in the earth, thus eliminating construction of a waterproof pit.
A further advantage claimed for this
separator is that it can be cleaned only
from the floor: accumulated oil and
gasoline are removed by pail and bucket
or by installation of a hand pump.
When oil-retaining capacity is reached,
discharge is a utomatically stopped by
the lowering of the brass float which
acts as a clean-out signal. The inlet pipe
is designed to prevent backing up of
explosive gases or accum ulated oils from
the inside of the separator into the incoming drain line. The "Solus" separator is constructed of "one-piece" cast
iron. The Central Foundry Co., 386
Fourth Ave., ew York, . Y.

FIG. 2

Above: Reversible Double-Hung Window
Ask for the new Spencer
Bulletin on Commercial
Vacuum Cleaning.
Shows how it is used,

The Spencer System is dependable and
built to last for years.

N
"
ER
E
SP

Pitless Oil and Gasoline Separator

FIG. I

The Spencer System is used in more than
2500 schools. It is far more powerful than
ordi nary vacuum cleaners. Special vacuum
tools clean all surfaces including cement and
linoleum. All dirt and dust goes to containers in the basement.

.

which allows the installing engineer to
ventilate the home according to its particular heating requirements. The
Round Oak Co. , Dowagiac, Mich.

CENTRAL AND PORTABLE
VACUUM CLEANING SYSTEMS

THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY, HARTFORD, CONN.

A DOUBLE-HUNG WI DOW with many
novel features of flexibility, on which a
patent is now pending, was recently announced. Basically the unit looks and
performs like a traditional double-hung
window. Within the frame of both upper
and lower sash, however, the lights are
mounted in a separate frame of their
own. This inset frame is pivoted at the
center, both top amd bottom. Joints are
so shaped that the interior frame can
turn vertically on the central pivot. By
turning both upper and lower sash 90 °,
there is practically 100 % ventilation
(Fig. 1 ) . The pivoted units may, however, be turned the complete 180°, thus
bringing the outside face to the inside,
so that both sides of the glass may be
(Co11ti1111ed OJI page

126)
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Meet t'er.talo.feeo' son. He's a
horse that all of us
ARCHITECTS can ride
in the Lucky Forties

"Why is the horse named Certain-teed, Daddy?"
"He represents one of the biggest and best names in
building-the Certain-teed Products Corporation. And
he's certainly one horse the whole building industry can
ride with profit."
"How does Certain-teed profit you, daddy?"
"Well, son, most of my living comes from people who
want to live in homes. That goes for the entire industry,
too. That's why we can all ride this horse, Certain-teed.
He sells my customers and prospects on the basic idea
of building or remodeling."

"How, daddy?"
"Through Certain-teed national advertising that shows

Certain-teed's Basic Policy
Certain-teed believes that only as the Building Indus tty prospers,
so will the nation. Therefore, we consider it our duty to promote
the building industry as a whole, by stimulating the universal
desire to own and live in a good home. For that reason Certainteed advertising sells your services and your industry first; and
Certain-teed products last. In the interest of the 6,000,000 crafts-

APRIL

35,000,000 Americans how much better off they and their
country will be when they invest in building. Home
owners are the real backbone of America, I think."

"Don't all big companies do that, daddy?"
"Not like Certain-teed. There's one outfit that has the
courage and the vision to sell the industry above their
products-that's why I'm backing this horse to help
me in 1940."

"Will Certain -teed help you enough to get me a
new bicycle, daddy?"
'Tm sure he will, son. I'm betting we'll climb on Certainteed's back and gallop right into the best profit year
we've ever known."

men who depend on the Building Industry for a livelihood
Certain-teed pledges to remain faithful to this basic policy.

CERTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
100 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK
ASPHALT ROOFING SHINGLES ANO SIDING • STRUCTURAL INSULATION
WALL BOARDS •

GYPSUM BOARD. LATH AND PLASTER PRODUCTS

1940
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washed from the room side.
Concealed behind the trim at both top
and bottom are roller screens which are
attached (but detachable) to the top
rail of the upper sash and the bottom
rail of the lower sash. When the sash
is either raised or lowered (Fig. 2 ), the
open area is automatically screened.
It is planned to manufacture the reversible double-hun g window in materials
and sizes for every window need. pecial

advantage claimed for the new unit: because the windows can be cleaned from
inside the building, thi s does away with
safety belts and hooks and costly risk
insuran ce. The Rever ible Double-Hung
Window Corp., 103 Park Ave.. . Y. C.

Horizontal-Sliding Windows
A NEW HORIZONTAL·SLIDING wood window is obtainable in units ranging up
to 5 It. 11 in. wide by 5 ft. 6 in. high.
Each window consists of a pair of sash
which are in th e same phne when

closed, and slide past each other on
metal tracks to open. The unit is completely weather-stripped and is said to
permit almost no air infiltration.
Double glazing is optional, and is provided by auxiliary sash which are
crewed directly to main sash. Frame
and trim are provided as a unit which i~
installed by nailing through the integral
blind top into studs. The assembly is
designed for frame, masonry-veneer, or
solid-masonry construction. There are
no weights, balances, or weight pockets.
Sash are installed in the frame by
pressing them into place on the metal
guides. They are easily removable from
in ide, for cleaning or attaching doubleglazing units. Hardware is applied at
the factory, and includes a three-way
lever-operated lock which causes sash
to make positive contact with weatherstripping.
Sash are available glazed similarly
Lo wood casemen ts, or in horizontal
panes. Multiple windows require mullions only 2% in. wide. Andersen Corporation. Bayport, Minn.

Newly Styled Cold-Storage Doors
}AMISON COLD-STORAGE doors have been
restyled by the Paul Cret Organization,
Architects and Industrial Designers.
Three standard types are available for
varyi ng temperature differentials, and
numerous doors for special duty.
Standard ex'l:erior finish is five-panel
wood. Special fronts-porcelain enamel,
stainless steel, Mone!, flush plywood,
antique oak- are also procurable. Particular attention has been paid to hardware.
The "Model W Wedgetight"
fastener has been redesigned to operate
at finger-touch, yet is sturdy enough to
withstand slamming. New "AdjustoAex" hinges may be set to provide
proper seal as the cellular-rubber gaskets require. Rubber sill gaskets are
replaceable. The door is furnished complete, ready to install in the rough buck
opening. Jamison Cold-Storage Door
Co. , Hagerstown, Md.

HEATING
COILS

GIVE
HEATING MEN

:::lJui?u
WITH A CAPITAL
Type K Heating Coil features include patented full -floating relief of
over-all expansion stresses, and " kneeaction" relief of diffe rentia l expan sion
between individual tubes . . . spiral
fins are pressure wound and meta ll ically bonded on seamless copper tubes
. . . entire surface is tinned £or protection against corrosion . . . integral
orifices and sca le b reake rs . . . generously large cy lindrica l hea ders.
Husky, rigid ARMCO ZINCGRIP
casings assure adequate protection
•

HEAT

TRANSFER

"::::J)"

against pip in g stresses and co il distortion . Cas in gs are only 9" deep.

Machine-Vibration Isolator

Reserve your personal copy
of Catalog H-601 right now.

FEDDERS
MANUFACTURINC

CO .

Air Conditioning Division
47 Tonawanda St.
Buffalo, N. Y.

SPECIALISTS

SINCE

1896

•

EASILY I TALLED is a vibration isolator design ed to co ntrol, at low cost,
horizontal, torsional, and vertical vibration of machines. It is intended for use
on bases of motors, generators, pumps,
fans, and other equipment where excessive vibration creates noise or damages machine parts, connections, or sup<Co11ti1111cd 011 pa ge 128)
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HEAD COACH FRANCIS SCHMIDT
(right), of Ohio State University's
famous Football Team, and R. E.
MacDowcll, class of' 13, get the inside
story from Operating Engineer Joseph
Di!Hleft),on the 16-inch Jenkins Iron
Body Valves that "Hold the Line"
on Hot Water Heating Pumps for
the 200 acre campus heating system.

/IJ'Uk ...

TRY THE
COST- PER-YEAR

AT OHIO STAT£1
Fitting symbol of Ohio's stature and progress is the State University
at Columbus, with an enrollment of over 13,000 students. The task
of keeping their buildings warm requires the world's largest hot
water heating system. And to control the 8 miles of pipe and
600,000 square feet of radiation requires literally thousands of
dependable valves.
In talking of this system to our independent investigator, Operating
Engineer Dill says - "These Jenkins Valves were installed in 1925.
They have served since without maintenance cost - (not even a
disc replacement)".
You may consider valve equipment a small part of the total cost
of a project such as this. Actually it is a major investment - for in
the selection of adequate and proper valves, you write a longterm insurance policy against excessive maintenance and repairs.
JENKINS BROS., SO White St., New York, N.Y.; Bridgeport, Conn.; Boston; Atlanta, Ga.;
Philadelphia, Pa.; Chicago, Ill.; Houston, Texas
Montreal, Canada
London, England

APRIL

TEST
on these Jenk·
ins Iron V I
(16-inch F·
Q Yes
lg. l.J.J}
Initial Cost

Maintenance

(3 valves;

+
+

$I3so.o 0

o.oo

years of Service

Cost-per.. 11

==

15

-Jear {per valve}

. $30.67

and theyre still going t
s rongf

1940
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NEW EQUIPMENT
I Confillutd fro111

f'a.rfl
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porting construction. Working parts
consist of a mil spring, rubber load
pad, and adjustahlP rubber snubber.
Johns-Mamille, 22 East 40 St., New
York. N. Y.

Plate-Glass Blackboard
A NEW CHALK BOARD, called "Nucite."
is bPing manufactured from sperialk
treatPd. shock-resistant plate glass. It
is obtainable in ivory (for use with dark

l'halk I and green or black I for light
l'halk I. It was devPloped to prO\ide a
durahle material which would lessen
en' strain and to give great latitude to
dPsigners in providing schoolroom color
schPmes. Pittsburgh Plate Class Co ..
Pittslmrgh. Pa.

proof rnemhrane shaped to fit standard
tub sizes and has adhesive edges which
are pressed into place. Tubcoat prevents
debris from clogging drains. Protective
Covering Co .. Bridgeport. Conn.

Bathtub Covering
A COVERING for bathtubs, intended to
prolPct the fixture from installation
hazards. has just heen introduced.
CallPd '·'Tuhcoat," it consists of a water-

Cl
Above: Small Home Water Heater

FENCING-INTEGRAL llllRT OF llLllNT!
• More and more, architects ore writing
Page industrial fence into their plans as
on essential port of the plant, not merely
optional. As they provide for workers'
safety in building design, so do they specify
the boundary control and property protection effected by Page Fence.
Page originated woven wire fencing
and hos pioneered in every major development. It is the only fence available in
all of these superior metals: heavily-galvanized copper-bearing steel, Armco ingot
iron, Allegheny stainless steel, Alcoa aluminum. Each possesses qualities which
make it most suitable under certain climatic and service conditions.

Page developed the "winged channel"
line post-only post exclusively for use
with chain link fence. And Page created
the advisory and erection service which
assures expertness and responsibility - on association
of 97 factory-trained, local
business men, one of whom
is near you.
See Sweet's Catalog for detailed information, and write
to PAGE FENCE ASSOCIATION,
Bridgeport, Conn., Atlanta,
Chicago, New York, Pittsburgh
or Son Francisco for informative books.

A PRODUCT OF PAGE STEEL & WIRE DIVISION-AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE COMPANY, INC.

A '\EW AUTOMATIC water-heating unit
for small homes, the "Pierce Popular
Boiler" is designed exclusively for oil or
p:as firing. Standing only waist-high.
the unit, said to develop sufficient heating capacity for the average six- or
sevPn-room house, can be placed either
in the basement or else in the kitchen or
other main-floor room, where the boiler
can also be used as a radiator. The
boiler is of the wet-base type, and the
path of burning gases is deflected
around numerous fins and passages,
making use of practically all of the heat.
Heat ratings from 300 to 600 sq. ft. of
water radiation. Pierce Butler Radiator
Corp .. Syracuse, N. Y.

2-in-1 Triangle
RECENTLY ANNOUNCED IS a new combination draftsman's triangle which
alonP provides not only all of the angles
of both the customary 30-60 and 4S"
triani.des, but additional angles as well.
Made of Pyralin cellulose nitrate plastic,
it has deep hevel lifting cuts which
facilitate raising from the drafting
board. Elmer Coffev, La Grange, III.

Drafting-Table Fluorescent Lamp
Fon ATTACH!i'IG to the underside of the
rear of the board, a fluorescent light fixture with an adjustable arm is now available. The 1.5-watt daylight fluorescent
(Ct111ti1u-!rd 011
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